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Up in Smoke

Tunisia Webcast

Photo courtesy of montclair.edu.

Broadcasting students traveled to Tunisia to get opinions from Arab
students on the revolution.
Mike Conforti
Assistant News Editor
Photo courtesy of flickr.com.

The Greenleaf Compassion Center on Bloomfield Avenue has been granted permission to dispense
medical marijuana.
Daniella Araujo
Staff Writer

Two female students
were arrested for alleged
marijuana possession last
Friday, according to police.
Shannon Flynn, 19, of
Mukilteo, Wash. and Isabel
Sansom, 19, of Lakewood,
Ohio were both arrested
for possession of marijua-

na and possession of drug
paraphernalia. Police spotted the two students behind the Dumont Television
Center.
According to Lt. Kieran
Barrett, “4/20 has been a
busy day for university
police in the past, but it is
certainly not considered the
busiest day of the year any-

more.” There has been an
increase in campus community involvement and
programs set in place to
help combat illegal drug
activity.
Students face a minimum sanction of probation
or a maximum sanction
4/20 Continued on Page 6

The broadcasting department recently produced
a webcast focused on the
North African country of
Tunisia. A revolutionary
wave has swept the Arab
world in a series of pro-democracy protests. The webcast was geared toward informing students about the
uprisings in Tunisia that
have replaced a repressive
regime with a democratic
one.

The revolution began
Dec. 17, 2011 when Mohamed Bouazizi set fire to
himself to protest the confiscation of his small cart
of fruits and vegetables he
was selling. This was the
catalyst for mass protests
stemming from high unemployment, food inflation,
corruption, lack of freedom
of speech and other forms
of political freedom and
poor living conditions.
Ten days later, President
Webcast Continued on Page 5

Little Falls Fire Department Receives
Nearly 200 Calls from MSU Alone

Photo courtesy of flickr.com.

The Little Falls Fire Department is the respondent to any fire problems on campus.
Jamie Wisniewski
Staff Writer

A rising trend in the
number of fire-related calls
to the Little Falls Fire Department has many attempting to discover the

of fire safety at MSU, said,
"What we need to understand is the cause for the
increase in calls."
The largest number of firerelated calls to the campus
occurred during September

and October, which LFFD's
fire chief Jack Sweezy Jr.
attributes to new students
who are not familiar with
the fire alarm system.
“It was the beginning of
the school year," Sweezy
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said. "It’s the same every
year. The students aren’t
quite familiar with what
trips the system."
Ferrera agrees with
Sweezy. “Most of the alarms

reasons for the increase.
The LFFD received 178
calls from MSU in 2010, a
number which increased
to 224 in 2011 — a nearly
26 percent increase.
Robert Ferrera, director
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Red Hawks are Not as Politically Aware as Professors Hope
Christie Dix
Contributing Writer

With the rise of social media, being politically aware is easier than
ever, though many students on campus do not describe themselves as
political. This brings up questions
about whether students care about
politics.
The political atmosphere of America has changed greatly in the last
30 years and the way students are
involved with politics has changed
with it. There are many ways to access information about the views of
candidates for elections, from presidential elections to town elections.
Many students express feelings of
being overwhelmed by the information overload. Still, "with so much
coverage because of the Internet,
students are paying more attention
to politics," said Dr. Brigid Harrison, a political science professor at
Montclair State University. In fact,
"there has been an upward spike
of 19-21 year-olds participating in
politics since 2004."
The problem of students feeling
they are not political may not be a
problem of apathy, but of self-definition. "Some students are political,
but don't think of what they do as
political," said Harrison. Students
will "like" something or someone on
Facebook because of a political view
or reasoning without even realizing
it. "How people are dealing with
politics is being revolutionized, and
young people tend to take advantage of that."
Many students feel hesitant to
vote and to follow politics. They feel
disconnected from the people who
are running and feel less motivated because of the defeating feeling
they get from the economy. "When I
think politics, I think money. I don't
think anyone really has the goal of
bettering the country, but more for
making money," said Laura Cella, a
student at MSU. "The economy and
job market concern me, but I try to
stay away from listening to updates
about it because they always make
me kind of depressed, especially as
a college student that has to worry about struggling for a job once
I graduate, even though I have a
degree. It makes me feel like we're

pretty much doomed in the future
to be insecure financially and have
no hope for achieving the American
dream."
There is also a feeling of mistrust
rampant among students when it
comes to people in national politics. "I'm just always very skeptical when [politicians] present their
ideas on how to work with issues because saying something and doing
it are two totally different things,"
said Erica Moyer, another MSU student. Like Moyer, many students
feel disconnected from national
politics. Julie Alex, one other student at Montclair State explained,
"I think that [politicians] are more
concerned with winning an election
than actually fixing things." This
feeling makes many feel powerless
on the political stage, because the
media portrays national politics as
what is making the most difference
in people's lives.
It can be argued, however, that
smaller displays of politics and an
influence on local politics makes
a very large difference in the way
Americans live their day-to-day
lives. Students can also change the
world around them by starting on a
local level.
College students have a long his-

tory of debating social issues and
making a difference through strong
protest, such as the protests after
the Kent State shootings on May
4, 1970. When Kent State students
were protesting America's invasion
of Cambodia during the Vietnam
War, the Ohio National Guard open
fired into the crowd, killing four
students and wounding nine others. The student response throughout the country was extraordinary.
Between all the students of universities and colleges throughout
the United States, there was a four
million student strike that followed
the shooting. This protest forever changed the way U.S. citizens
viewed America's role in the Vietnam War.
"I do not ever hear about politics
covering the issues I'm concerned
about," said Cella. Sometimes the
atmosphere of national politics in
America make students turn away
from being involved. "There is a
tendency to emphasize a horse-race
atmosphere with little discussion
of debate issues that matter," explained Harrison. "Candidates miss
the nuances of real policy discussion."
However, when Cella speaks on a
time when her interest was sparked,

her ideas seem to change. "I did get
to cover a live broadcast in my town
covering the election, though, and
being involved with that did make
me more interested in politics. I like
the hands on approach as opposed
to reading it in the paper."
Harrison emphasizes the importance of initial involvement when
it comes to student involvement in
the political sphere. Once they are
involved they end up "energized
by political life around them." This
involvement can be cyclical. For instance, there was a large spike in
student political involvement during the 2008 presidential election.
Keeping students involved after a
revolutionary moment has passed
is different, and more difficult, but
not unattainable.
On the MSU campus, there are
multiple formal routes for students
to channel participation, such as
classes like Harrison's Campaign
Politics course, but she believes
MSU is "lacking consistent groups
that have a voice in local politics
and are sustainable." There are
no informal Republican, Democrat
or Independent groups on campus
where students can meet, be heard
and influence local politics without
the university formally backing
them.
MSU could definitely move towards publicizing the resources
that are available. As Moyer explained, "No, I don't really feel like
MSU encourages its students to be
politically aware. Other than campus elections, it doesn't seem like
Montclair even knows about elections." Still, MSU cannot take all
the blame for student ambivalence.
For there to be enough interest to
sustain informal political organizations on campus, it may come down
to self-education and personal drive
to become involved.
There are many resources to
help students educate themselves
on campus, from the library to the
free newspapers offered on campus. Many departments offer free
programs in which speakers come
and talk about political issues that
directly affect students. These first
steps of self-education must come
from the student.

Safety Problems in the Art Department

The Montclarion | Katie Winters

The condition of Calcia Hall is extremely outdated and not safe for students or faculty.
Katie Winters
Managing Editor

Art students have long complained about the condition of Calcia Hall, saying that the facilities
are outdated and difficult to work in.
Following a visit by a committee of
the National Association of Schools
of Art and Design (NASAD), there
is more support for this claim.
NASAD strives to create national
standards for art and design schools,
with criteria for curriculum, faculty
and facilities. While not affecting
the accreditation of the university
as a whole, NASAD awards its own
accreditation of art departments.
Montclair State University has
been a member of NASAD since
1986. The association reviews institutions every 10 years after the
initial accreditation, with the last
visit in 2001.
The report cites the curriculum
of the programs in the department
of art and design as in compliance
with NASAD standards. Most of the
deficiencies noted in the report are

ones that are related to the facilities and support of the department.
“However, the condition of facilities, lack of support staff and high
enrollments related to the number
of full-time faculty seem to indicate
underfunding of programs,” stated
the report. As the Dean of the College of the Arts said, “[T]here are
many items cited in the report that
are critical and also many complimentary.”
As professor Julie Heffernan stated in an email, “The Department of
Art and Design has been working
valiantly to keep up a strong front
in the face of multiple factors that
undermine us everyday, mainly
our facilities. Calcia Hall is falling apart, the HVAC system causes
people to faint with heat or shiver
with cold, the sinks are constantly
clogged and students have little usable work space. Despite those adversities we continue to teach with
rigor and enthusiasm.”
The report cites problems with
safety, with the photography and

printmaking spaces lacking the
proper ventilation, no deluge shower in printmaking, no eyewash station in the metals space and what
appears to be black mold on the
ceiling of the second floor. Furthermore, the temperature was noted
as a problem. “The temperature climate issues were so extreme that
the visitors were unable to work in
the office provided for them due to
the extreme heat in the space. The
visitors noted that working conditions this extreme can have an impact on the ambition and quality of
the administrative process.”
Professor Gordley, chair of the
department, has said that the report is not entirely accurate and
will not affect accreditation. He continued to say, “I will agree with the
report to the extent that our facility
needs improvement and the university takes that seriously, although it
may not happen as fast as I would
like.”
AuCo Lai, a senior art student
focusing in ceramics, was present

for a meeting with the NASAD visiting committee. “The meeting itself
was a little uncomfortable. Professors were thankfully barred from
the room. I talked about the inadequate storage and workspace as
well as the condition of the building.
The professors in Calcia work hard,
with very little to help them along.
The heat doesn't work right. There
is no security. Everything was stolen and nothing replaced.”
The university is currently working on a response to the NASAD
report. The art and design department and the Provost’s office are
working together to produce this
document that will specifically address what they view as inaccurate
from the visitor’s report.
It seems clear, however, that Calcia, built in 1968, is no longer sufficient for the department for which
enrollment has triple over the last
ten years.
Check online tomorrow for an
update on the university’s response
to the NASAD report.
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Fire

Photo courtesy of The Montclarion.

are due to cooking. I agree with
Chief Sweezy; we do see more fire
alarms in September and October,
they are for the most part due to
cooking. The residents need to pay
more attention when cooking in the
resident halls.”
The newly updated Hawks Crossing complex fire alarm system may
also attribute to the increase of fire
calls. The new system now reports
all fire alarms to the MSU Police
Department, but the old system was
battery operated in the bedrooms
and living room, which allowed tenants to hear the alarm, but the fire
department did not respond to all
alarms.
Last September, MSU opened
the Heights, which houses an additional 1,978 students. The increase
in calls to the MSU campus may be
due to the additional housing complexes.
Currently, Little Falls receives
$160 from MSU for each time the
fire department responds to a call
to the campus. Many students show
concern about this fee.
“I understand that the university
has to pay the fire department, but
many calls can be easily avoided,”
said Marissa Stapelman. "I live
in the Heights and we get a lot of

2 a.m. fire alarms where students
most likely pull the alarm.”
Christina McCall, a resident of
the Village, also expressed concern
about the increase of calls. “Most
students aren’t cautious of preventing the fire alarm going off. The university should enforce the importance of taking safety precautions
to avoid this issue.”
The LFFD questions whether
the $160 compensation fee is sufficient and covers the actual cost
of each response. The fee received
from MSU for each fire department
response can be renegotiated annually, but it has not been.
Ferrera believes that the fee is
appropriate. “We receive a great service from Little Falls Fire Department. In efforts to help the department the university has agreed to
reimburse Little Falls per fire call.
This money goes towards equipment and training.”
While some may think that the
solution to avoid excess fees to the
LFFD is the creation of a university
fire department, Ferrera disagrees.
The university does not think opening its own department is necessary
and believes it would not be cost effective at this time.
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Webcast

Continued From Page 1

The addition of The Heights this year increased the student body by nearly
2,000 students. This influx in students may have added to the numerous
calls that the Little Falls Fire Department received.

news

Continued From Page 1

Zine El Abidine Ben Ali appeared
on television to promise more concerted efforts on job creation, yet
warning stern resistance to protesters. Meanwhile, the Ben Ali regime
was censoring media outlets as
they attempted to inform the civilian population of events occurring
within the country.
The webcast concerned social
media as it pertained to the revolution. As outraged, young Tunisians felt silenced, they discovered
alternative means of communication through Facebook, Twitter and
blogs.
Specifically, the webcast was
made possible by Montclair State
University students, including Ian
Elliot, Jackie Loder, Robert Dickerson and Tanja Rekhi.
Accompanying the students was
faculty member Dave Sanders,
broadcasting department chair. “It
was a highly valuable experience.
The students put together social
contacts with tweeting and blogging,” he said. “We also did an event
on music and art as a force for social and political change.”
Dickerson served as the progenitor of the Arab Spring webcast. “It
was the fire of youth and the expression of art that fueled the toppling of Tunisian dictator Ben Ali.
Ultimately, I feel that Tunisia will
stand as an example to post-revolutionary countries,” he said. “This
nation will no doubt serve as the
archetype of a place where freedom
and dignity are valued above all.”
The collapse of the Ben Ali regime was followed by the resigna-

tion of Prime Minister Mohamed
Ghannouchi, the dissolution of the
political police and the former ruling party, the release of political
prisoners and elections to a Constituent Assembly.
This dramatic wave of social
and political unrest has been felt
throughout the Islamic world. MSU
student Weaam Ali felt the impacts
of the Egyptian revolution. “It was
very unsafe for my family members.
When they cut off Internet access
we began to worry. This, however,
only got the Egyptian people more
angry, causing more protests,” she
said. “At first, I believed the protests were very successful because
they were influence to the entire
area. Now, I think the elections that
are about to be held will be successful too.”
Economic policies were strongly
protested in Jordan, resulting in
King Abdullah’s dismissal of the former government. Daneiah Nasser,
MSU student and Jordanian, spoke
on the success of her country’s protests. “Since the king listened to
the people and replaced the corrupt
government, I feel that our region
is stable and the protests were successful,” she said.
Steve McCarthy, executive producer of the webcast, noted that the
purpose of the trip was to educate
the student population on current
events. “The revolutions in the region will have long-lasting implications for the U.S.,” he said. “The
project sought to bring an understanding for our students about the
region and its people.”

To view webcasts from Montclair
State University, please visit:
www.montclair.edu/webcast/

College
of Graduate & Continuing
Education of fers academic

Rowan University’s

Graduate Studies
& Summer Term

programs and courses using
delivery options, locations,
and timeframes that make
it convenient to achieve
your educational goals
and career success.

Graduate Studies
Programs are available in the
following areas of study:
• Business Administration
• Communication
• Counseling / Behavioral Analysis
• Computer Science
• Criminal Justice
• Education
• Engineering
• Mathematics
• Music

Summer Term
Interested in a class or two?
Register for classes during one of
our 3 to 8-week summer sessions.

For more information visit:

rowan.edu/cgce
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2012 Commencement Speakers Announced
Catherine Baxter
News Editor

Photo courtesy of montclair.edu.

Victoria Kennedy

Photo courtesy of L. Dec Photographic Design

Louis Castano

Photo courtesy of Jim Fabros.

Jim Fabros

Victoria Kennedy, wife of the
late Senator Edward M. Kennedy,
practiced law in the private sector
for nearly two decades, with special
emphasis on the federal and state
regulation of domestic commercial
banks and savings and loan institutions.
She successfully restructured and
renegotiated complex loan transactions on behalf of both banks and
borrowers and represented officers
and directors of financial institutions before state and federal regulatory agencies. She began her legal career as a law clerk for Judge

Robert Sprecher in the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
in Chicago.
She has served in key strategic
and political roles on issues ranging from health and education to labor, especially as those issues affect
women and children.
In 1994, she established the Massachusetts Women’s Council during
the election campaign, which served
as a model for women’s councils in
other campaigns around the country.
She was actively involved in
the passage of the Affordable Care

Act of 2010 and stood at President
Obama’s side at the signing of the
bill into law.
She is a member of the Board
of Trustees of the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts,
where she chairs its Education
Committee and is a member of the
Committee on Architecture and Design.
Kennedy divides her time between Washington, D.C. and Boston.

This year's undergraduate speaker is Louis Castano. Castano is a
mathematics major with teacher
certification and music minor.
He is currently student teaching
at Ridgedale Middle School and will
be pursuing a career in teaching. He
has served as the student representative to the Board of Trustees, on
the Student Leadership Team and
as the Student Government Association Director of Student Outreach.
Upon graduating, he plans on securing a teaching job and continuing his education at the graduate
level.
Members of the Senior Speaking
Committee are confident with their

decision. “The Committee looks for
speeches that will appeal to the
broad audience at Commencement,
with special consideration given
to the graduating class,” said Julie
Fleming, a member of the Senior
Speaking Committee. “Bearing in
mind the joyful noise at the Izod
Center, we look for someone who
can command the attention of the
audience and bring a positive message to the graduates. While we had
a number of good candidates, we felt
the Louis was the best candidate for
this opportunity.”
Castano said how excited he
was when he finally received word
that he had been chosen. "I received
formal notification that I was cho-

sen to speak at commencement on
Thursday, April 19," said Castano.
"I received an e-mail from the Dean
of Students, Dean Rosemary Howell, on behalf of the 2012 Senior
Speaker Committee."
Castano also shared how he had
submitted and delivered the best
speech that he could, leaving the
rest to the committee.
Castono expressed his enthusiasm about being chosen. "I'm excited to speak at commencement,” said
Castano. “It's an honor to represent
the graduating class and be part of
Montclair State University's century-old commencement traditions.”

Jim Fabros is a resident in the
Newark Montclair Urban Teacher
Residency, a highly competitive
residency-based teacher preparation program that prepared him to
work in Newark public schools. He
is part of the early childhood and
elementary strand of the NMUTR
and will earn three certifications: a
pre-K-3, K-5 and teacher of students
with disabilities, plus a Masters of
Arts in teaching. Upon graduation,
Fabros will teach in Newark.
“He is a highly committed, focused and accomplished young
man,” said Susan Wray, the lead

faculty member for the NMUTR. “I
wrote the letter of recommendation
on Jim's behalf. The very fact that
he was admitted to the NMUTR
attests to the fact [that he is so accomplished].”
Fabros is a valued member of
his cohort and has become an integral member of Abington School,
the school community where he is
doing his residency.
Fabros recalled how he felt when
Amy Aiello, executive director for
the graduate school and graduate
operations, called him to tell him
that he had been chosen as a com-

mencement speaker. “I received the
phone call in the middle of class,”
said Fabros. “I remember my cohort
members stopping class [when I
came back in after taking the call]
and giving me genuine hugs of congratulations. That was a moment in
itself that I will never forget.”
Fabros gives much credit to the
NMUTR by helping him to be the
kind of educator and person that
he has become. While difficult, Fabros claims that this has been a lifechanging experience.

4/20

Continued From Page 1

Information from Frank Schwart,
special assistant to the president.

Did You Know?
Coming Next Year to MSU:
-In the fall, shuttles will be equipped with GPS
so you can know exactly where they are and when
they will be close to you.
-The Rath is being renovated this summer. With
the new renovations, the university hopes to fix
the problem of orders getting lost. There will be a
large display screen to fix those problems.

Photo courtesy of flickr.com.

Students can learn about the negative effects of drugs and alcohol by participating in online programs, E-Toke and ECHO.

of expulsion for drug violations, as
stated in the university’s Code of
Conduct.
“Students need to understand
that campus drug violations carry
heavy consequences,” said Jerry
Collins, the coordinator of student
conduct. “This is why every student
should read and understand the
Code of Conduct.”
Collins acts on behalf of the Office of the Dean of Students and
works closely with the Department
of Health and the Department of
Residential Education and Services on issues concerning University
regulations and violations. The University knows that it is common for
students to experiment with marijuana for the first time on April 20
causing both departments to create
programs to raise awareness on the
dangers of drug use.
However, more concern comes
with the recent approval of a local
medical marijuana dispensary. The
Greenleaf Compassion Center on
Bloomfield Avenue now has permission to distribute marijuana, but on
a purely medical basis.
Although some concerns were
voiced in the fear that some stu-

dents might have better access
to marijuana since it is being dispensed at such a close location, the
Department of Health on campus
still provides a number of services
to help students understand the effects of alcohol, marijuana and other drug use.
E-Toke is an online self-assessment tool that provides students
with specific information about
marijuana and helpful resources in
the campus community. The Exploring Choices and Healthy Options
program gives students the opportunity to discuss their alcohol and
drug use in an environment free
of judgment to help increase their
awareness of the role these substances play in their lives.
These programs are in place to
help students adjust to college life
and cope with difficulties without
resorting to drug use. Counselors
are also available to assist students.
Many of these programs have been
in place for at least six years. Since
implementing these programs,
campus drug violations have significantly decreased.

-Dunkin' Donuts, a sub shop, a small cook-to-order
restaurant and grocery/convenience store will be
added to Blanton Hall.
-The University is looking into allowing students
with permits to park wherever they want Friday
after 4 p.m. until Sunday at 10 p.m. The cost of
parking will not go up next semester.
-The University is looking to move the business
school to the Overlook on the edge of campus.
-Partridge Hall will become a one-stop student
center housing financial aid, the bursar and registrar. Some offices in Morehead will also move to
Partridge.
-Students can use Red Hawk Dollars in off-campus
locations, most likely including the 6 Brothers Diner and places on Valley Road.
Information courtesy of Casey Coleman, student affairs representative, who spoke to Dr. Karen Pennington, Tim Carey and
Kathleen Ragan.
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Students Strive for a Fair Trade Certified Campus
Team Nicaragua forms Committee to make change
Nicole Duque
Staff writer

When grabbing a coffee from Cafe
Diem, Einstein Bros. Bagels or even
the C-Store, not many of us look beyond the delicious, rich taste of the
coffee beans or its amazing capability
of keeping us awake throughout the
day. Not many of us tend to consider
if this coffee or other items on campus are Fair Trade Certified.
An item considered to be Fair
Trade Certified means that the
farm or location that these products
are produced in or on has fair laws,
wages and healthy working conditions for their workers. It ensures that
the quality of the product is excellent,
while improving lives of not only the
consumer but the producer as well as
the environment.
In January 2012, Team Nicaragua,
an MSU organization, decided to
form a committee that would work
towards making Montclair State University a Fair Trade Certified campus.
Team Nicaragua is a learning delegation, led by Professor Jhon Velasco.
One of the organization’s goals is to
observe, experience and learn about
the health systems in a developing
world and have a trip to Nicaragua
on an annual basis to fulfill this mission.
This year, about one dozen stu-

Coffees (like the ones from Cafe Diem above) are certified Free Trade items.
Picure by Katie Winters.

dents traveled to Nicaragua to find
working conditions in factories,
such as sweatshops, unsatisfactory.
The workers had insufficient breaks,
barely enough to eat and worked
long, tiring hours on a daily basis.
Upon arrival to campus, it was
time to make a change. The committee was formed and its members met
with the Student Government Association. The SGA set them up with
three representatives of Sodexo, the
campus’ food service provider, having had success. Charles Bunin, Di-

rector of Operations, Dora Lim, General Manager and Kamali Archukan,
Marketing Manager, all listened to
the concerns of the students and supported their beliefs.
Lisa Jae Monetti, an anthropology
major with a concentration in Community Development and a minor in
Latin American and Latino Studies,
is a member of Team Nicaragua who
shares the ambition to
make a difference and contributed to
the decision of creating a new committee.

Explaining the process of how to
make our campus Fair Trade Certified she says, “There are five steps to
become Fair Trade Certified: form a
Fair Trade committee, make at least
two Fair Trade products available everywhere anything is sold on campus,
use Fair Trade products at university
meetings, events and in offices, develop a Fair Trade resolution and fair
trade procurement policy and commit to Fair Trade
education, awareness raising and
growth of the Fair Trade campaign.”
Running against time, the committee has yet to complete step two
of the process before the renewal of
the University’s contract with Sodexo. Once the decisions are made,
there is no hope for attempting to
change what is a part of the contract
for another two years.
The members are aiming to change
coffee and sugar first, moving onto
basil, oregano and pepper and ultimately items from the bookstore. As
of yet, most of the members are from
Team Nicaragua; however, if any student is interested in helping with the
cause, it is highly encouraged that he
or she join the committee as soon as
possible. Everyone counts!

“Hey Girl...”

Men and Feminism
Liouxsie Doyle
Staff writer

Feminism isn’t a battle of the sexes,
so why is there a debate as to whether men can be feminists? This question opens up a minefield of hidden
sexism. Does this mean that women’s issues aren’t men’s issues? That
men’s issues are of no significance to
women?
While there have certainly been
glaring examples of men (and women) who promote men’s superiority
and emphasize the nineteenth century notion of “separate spheres,” there
are also noteworthy examples of men
who are not only tolerant of women’s
rights but advocate for them.
Historically, there have always
been men who fought in favor of
women’s rights. In The Republic, Plato argued in favor of women (in the
guardian class) receiving equal education, and the 1880s saw pro-woman
activists like John Stuart Mill. All of
this occurred even before the advent
of feminism. If feminism is defined
as the advocacy of equality between
the sexes, it isn’t counterintuitive for
men to get involved.
While some separatists believe
feminism itself is a women’s only
space, a much larger percentage of
activists believe men have a place in
most conversations. Some exemptions include the abortion debate
(arguing that woman alone actually
conceives a child, and her body is her
choice), rape and sexual assault support groups (fostering a safe space),
some Take Back the Night marches
(encouraging women to march in
solidarity rather than seeking masculine protection) or even just creating
in a female-centric space — such as
the one Inga Muscio depicts as a social-literary experiment in Cunt. The
first wave experimented with politicized knitting circles. The second
wave actively sought out women’s
only space through consciousness
raising. Finally, riot “grrrls” in the
third wave aggressively announced
they wanted “girls to the front” as a
means of encouraging marginalized
“coat hanger”girlfriends to see some
action at concerts.

On the other hand, there is a
danger to the semblance of separate
spheres. The integration of women
into a male world has been debated
from Ancient Greece to the 1950s.
Scholars began to seriously question whether women could be educated beyond the feminine “basics”

shared a particularly torrid love affair with the feminist movement due
to an ingrained sense of privilege
from an otherwise smothering patriarchy. “I think a problem with a lot of
feminist men is that they think taking
on the identity gives them license to
speak over women in feminist spac-

Parks and Rec’s feminist character Leslie Knope and boyfriend, Ben Wyatt.
Image courtesy of Tumblr.

of homemaking in the 1800s with
pro-woman activists arguing that at
the very least, women maintained
a maternal right to educate the next
generation. Coeducation as a concept
was slow to catch on. Even as women were accepted into universities, it
wasn’t until 1972, with Title IX, that
it became a federal issue for women
and men to receive the same access
to education.
Around the time of Title IX, womanists advocated for cohesion among
the genders. One tenet of Womanism
specifically claims women’s issues
as inherently men’s issues and vice
versa. Whereas liberal feminism of
the 1960s pulled away from involving men on the forefront of feminism,
Womanism accounted for the significance of men in women’s lives. Rather than addressing an abstract patriarchy, it called for change among its
“brothers and sisters.” By this perspective, men are not just “allies” to
feminism, but they play an integral
part to the grander scheme of gender
in our daily lives.
Leah Stone, President of Femvolution, notes that male allies have

es,” says Stone. For someone to take
on the ally label, however, isn’t too
difficult. Stone emphasizes, “calling
out sexism when [you] see or hear it,
educating other men and accepting
your place as a silent supporter or listener during conversations about our
lived experiences with sexism.”
If feminism focuses on the female,
gendered experience, so too does it
react to men. In a world split nearly
down the middle, with women narrowly taking the so-called “51 percent minority,” it is nearly unavoidable to interact with the opposite sex.
Patriarchy doesn’t just affect women,
as Stone agrees, but it is equally toxic
to the males who grow up within a
sharply divided system that values
separate spheres over camaraderie.
Men, specifically, have uniquely gendered issues that deserve feminist attention.
• Intimate partner violence.
Men of all sexual orientations may
be abused yet few resources exist for
men who are victims. New Jersey
proudly houses none of these shelters.
• Eating disorders and body dys-

morphia:
They come in the form of locker
room comparisons, wrestling season weigh-ins or feeling sexually
inadequate, cases of eating disorders among men are vastly underreported, and still make up 10 percent
of the estimated 8 million people afflicted in the U.S.
• Paternal leave:
Or lack there of. The United States
is one of the least family-friendly
countries in the world, offering 66
percent of full pay for six weeks maximum under Temporary Disabilities
Insurance. In comparison, Canada
offers up to a combined 50 weeks of
paid maternity and paternity leave.
• Birth control:
With only two options — condoms
or a vasectomy, there’s no middle
ground for men to be active safe sex
partners.
• Sex workers:
Gay and transsexual males are
among the highest-risk population
among sex workers for drug addiction, homelessness and incarceration.
• Money on [my] mind:
While mothers are encouraged to
take time off to bond with newborns,
fathers are pushed to keep working
and provide economically and with
women making $0.74 to a man’s
$1.00, that makes some twisted sense.
The pay equity gap is not only unfair
on women but creates unnecessary
economic strains on their male counterparts.
Feminism exists in the face of a patriarchal society that tells us women
are less than equals. But not all men
are privy to the same sense of upperclass, heteronormative, white, ableist
privilege, and it is essential to appreciate the complexities of our shared
and wholly unique experiences. If
feminism advocates for the equality
of sexes, wouldn’t we want a nice
playing field for the men?
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Inspiring Sustainable Change Through Clean Energy
Katherine Oakes
Staff Writer

Last summer I traveled to Nice,
France to study abroad for a month
with a group of students from Montclair. The first week I was there, I had
spent well over 300 US dollars just on
food and transportation. I had a nice
little cushion in my bank
account that was quickly draining
and I went totally nuts. While on the
phone with my parents, my fears were
assuaged when they reassured me it
was okay to spend all that money because “I was on vacation.” That was
all it took, and there was me and Fat
Joe making it rain all day and night
(not really, he wasn’t actually there)
until it was all gone.
Upon my return home, I was still in
vacay-mode, unable to cope with the
reality of my finances, or lack thereof, and continued to spend money I
didn’t have simply because I didn’t
want to know the truth. I had been irresponsible, wasteful, indulgent and
unable to make compromises with
myself or my wallet.
Fast forward to the present day
and here I am not only struggling

daily with my spending habits but
literally paying dearly for what I had
done.
This is how we are with our dependence on fossil fuels. There are
a surprising amount of people who
make the crack addict analogy. I suppose that it’s more sobering than my
But-Mommy-and-Daddy-Told-MeI-Could story, but I prefer this one
because it’s not only more optimistic
but realistic as well.
The truth is that we can focus our
efforts on creating policy change, using and creating clean energy and becoming global leaders in those ventures. Sociologically, however, we are
at a place in which we can logically
understand that, but the ever so critical emotional piece is missing. That
makes sense though because I was
only able to come to terms with my
denial until there was nothing left to
blame but me. We aren’t at that point
just yet. We haven’t actually seen
the worst. At the same time, all it
took was my Mom to tell me to keep
spending, not to worry and I went to
the extreme.
That’s the thing. That’s where we

are. We keep saying, “Don’t worry
hunny, keep spending,” but we must
worry and we must adopt a sense of
urgency. Even without the environment in mind, our behavior is totally illogical, so we act irrationally to
justify what we know is wrong. The
insane drive to over-consume is unequivocally the reason for our resistance to sustainability. Therefore, it
is of the utmost importance that we
stop what we’re doing and consider
our planet instead of our egos.
So, to explain, clean/renewable/sustainable energy is energy
that powers our communities in a
low-impact way. Think: solar panels, wind turbines and geothermal
energy. Don’t think: hydraulic fracturing (hydro-fracking), blowing up
mountains to get coal and drilling in
unpredictable, life-threatening conditions for oil. What’s cool about renewable energy is that it replenishes
itself and involves us putting our
brilliant noggins together to be the
inspiring and creative human beings
we are. It doesn’t involve global wars
because it doesn’t belong to anyone,
and there is no need to destroy the

planet in search of resources to feed
our addiction.
Like I said before, we have the
ability to do it, and studies show that
the majority believes we must change
to clean energy due to our part in climate change. First, that cultural shift
needs to happen in order for those
laws and policy changes to work. We
need to take ownership and most importantly, we need to value our and
others’ existence.
We need to fear for our safety
with hope in mind. We need to trust
that, like many other times in the history of humanity, when faced with an
unsolvable problem, we will be progressive, innovative and the creators
of positive change for the future.

The Google Cloud Gives Dropbox Competition
A. Viveka Garza-Gomez
Staff writer

Cloud computing has been a useful tool for some time now. Programs
such as Dropbox and Microsoft’s Sky
have dominated the file sharing market. The concept of cloud computing,
something I “learned” in my community college computer class is based
on sharing files from computer to
computer.
I recently joined a friend’s business, and one of the first things he
had me do was download Dropbox. The program makes a folder on
your computer that anyone else with
Dropbox can access.
This feature allows you to put files
in the folder, and the other person
can access them on his own computer
from miles away. Now and then I get
a notification on my screen that says
something along the lines of “Three
files have been added to your Dropbox folders.”
Since the beginning of this year,
I have been hearing that Google is
working on releasing something very
similar, and after months of rumors,
Google Drive is finally available as of

Photo courtesy of Google.

Wednesday.
During the past week a lot of information about the program has been
leaked. It is said to allow 5GB of free
storage, whereas Dropbox only allows 2GB, but Google gives the option of increasing to 50GB-100GB by
paying a monthly fee of $2.99-$4.99.

Experts say Google is actually a
little late in the game, and I agree.
It seems like the company has been
lackadaisical about their programs in
general.
A perfect example is the slow
release and build up of Google+,
while its popularity has somewhat

increased in the last year, it is by no
means close to being a real threat to
Facebook. Google Drive does look
promising however; it offers the most
space out of all the other file sharing
programs, and it will be easy to use
with a Gmail account.
Things will surely get interesting
when the service is officially released.
Already, Dropbox and Sky have updated their programs to prepare for
the competition. Dropbox now allows you to share the files with nonmembers via email; whereas before,
both parties had to be signed up for
the service. Microsoft has made Sky
part of an extended desktop, making
it easier for users to have the service.
I, for one, am definitely keeping
my eye out for Google Drive — I believe it will be the most user-friendly,
as Google products usually are, and
will be available to all users as opposed to exclusively members or Microsoft consumers.
As a college student, file-sharing
is crucial and this coming feature is
sure to provide a quick and easy way
of doing it.

Willy Wonka Doesn’t Drink Red Bull
Jaber Chaudry
Staff writer

What wakes you up, makes you
happy and gives you an energy
boost? Many may not know, but it
is chocolate. Chocolate is a product
made from cocoa. However, cocoa
and chocolate are not the same thing.
Cocoa is the nonfat portion of the
grounded cocoa beans and is used in
chocolate making and cooking. Chocolate is the combination of cocoa,
butter and other ingredients that are
made into a solid. Many may ask that
other than caffeine and sugar, does
chocolate have any benefits? Yes,
studies have shown that cocoa contains polyphenols, which are antioxidants. Antioxidants have numerous
health benefits, such as reducing inflammation. Thus, chocolate’s health
benefits come from the antioxidant
called flavonoids. The healthiest
chocolate is dark chocolate. A small
amount of dark chocolate can lower
blood pressure, and keeping blood
pressure levels low is important for
cardiovascular health.
Since the flavonoids in the cocoa
are the main ingredient, it is cocoa
that gives chocolate its healthy benefits and brown color. This is why
dark chocolate is better than milk
chocolate or white chocolate. White
chocolate is made from the fatty part

Dark chocolate has been shown to lower blood pressure. Photo by Katie Winters.

of the bean, with no cocoa at all. Thus,
white chocolate has no antioxidants
and no brown color.
It is advised by HealthiNation.
com to choose a dark chocolate with
a cocoa content of 70 percent of higher. In addition, it is important to limit
yourself to three ounces or 85 grams
of dark chocolate a day. This is the
amount shown in studies to be most
helpful.
Furthermore, this amount contains 450 calories and therefore it is
vital to minimize the amount of choc-

olate consumed. Research has also
shown that the effects of chocolate include stimulating the release of neurotransmitters, such as endorphins
and dopamine. Neurotransmitters
are chemicals in the brain that carry
signals that regulate bodily functions. Endorphins, for example, help
regulate a person’s mood. Therefore,
when a person consumes chocolate
the increased production of endorphins can increase happiness and reduce stress.
A fascinating point is that choco-

late stimulates the release of dopamine. Patients who suffer from Parkinson’s disease have low levels of
dopamine in the brain. Parkinson’s
disease is a nervous system disorder
marked by the loss of brain cell that
produce dopamine. Then, would eating chocolate help increase the dopamine levels in patients?
Clinicaltrials.com says that chocolate is actually a dietary supplement
for Parkinson’s patients. Furthermore, a patient posted on medicalnewstoday.com, “I have discovered
by chance that consuming chocolate
improves my motor symptoms. My
body just craved chocolate and after
I ate a few small pieces, I noticed my
symptoms improved for the rest of
the day.” Thus, it can be concluded
that chocolate has a significant effect
on the brain. It can affect a person’s
mood, it can stimulate the release of
neurotransmitters and lastly it can be
used to treat symptoms of some diseases.
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Hit The Road
Chelsea Masterson
Staff Writer

Fees plus fees equals way too
expensive. That seems to be the
equation when buying plane tickets.
With the spike in gas prices, airplane
tickets have spiked as well. While
this may turn people away from
vacationing, it shouldn’t. There is
so much to see, all you need is a car
and a bit of patience.
Although it may seem costly to
keep refilling your tank, it is much
cheaper than flying. Many people
are not fond of long driving trips,
but I may have the solution.
Leave the night before. Set a time

in which you want to arrive at your
destination, and then find out the
approximate travel time to find out
when you should leave.
Leaving at night allows the passengers to sleep, which means less
bathroom breaks, which means you
will arrive to your destination faster.
Plus, leaving at night will avoid daytime traffic, which helps conserve
gas! It also gives you an extra full day
at your destination rather than using
that day driving.
There are two options for the
driver. Switching off drivers every
few hours allows everyone to get

some sleep. Another option is for one
driver straight through; lucky for me
on all of our trips our driver (aka my
mom) loves driving and can stay up
for long hours.
Driving through the night has another benefit as well! Let’s face it, sitting in a cramped car for a few hours
can cause tension between the occupants. Since you are driving at night
everyone will be sleeping, so tensions
are harder to be created.
You can make these trips a weekend long to a few weeks long! Many
people have the same problem of not
being able to sleep in cars; I used to
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For more travel tips
and tricks check out
Chelsea’s blog:

chellystravels.
blogspot.com
be one of them. The U-shaped neck
pillows are an amazing invention
that helps car sleeping to be a bit
moredo-able.
It is a matter of pros and cons. Yes,
it may be a tad uncomfortable for one
night, but the experience you will be
obtaining on your trip will be memorable and exciting, so it will outweigh
the discomfort. Driving home is not
limited to nighttime driving. It will
probably take a bit longer to get home
if you drive during the day between
traffic and bathroom breaks.

Journalist Dale Russakoff Delivers Lecture
Katie Winters
Managing Editor

It’s not often that journalism students and education majors are interested in the same lecture, but this was
just the case when Dale Russakoff
came to speak at the Albert Payson
Terhune Journalism Lecture on April
12. Over 60 students came to hear the
lecture in University Hall.
A resident of Montclair, Russakoff
worked for the Washington Post’s
New York office for 28 years. An
in-depth writer, Russakoff covered
many issues, from the environment
to national, New York and New Jersey politics. When the paper downsized in 2008, Russakoff accepted a
buyout and moved on to freelance
and teach.
The draw of this lecture, besides
Russakoff’s journalism experience,
is that she is currently working on a

book about Mark Zuckerberg’s $100
million dollar challenge grant for
Newark public schools. Having spent
time covering New Jersey news, and
especially Newark, during her time
with the Post, Russakoff was initially
disappointed to be unable to cover
this news. Used to writing in-depth
stories, she moved to the longest of
long-form journalism and at her husband’s suggestion decided to write
a book on the subject, instead of an
article.
Russakoff focused on her research
in Newark during her lecture. She
has spent extensive time in schools
in Newark, observing how the system runs and how changes are being
implemented. Newark is in the midst
of a series of large scale reforms, including changes to the way student
registration is handled and which
students charter schools can focus
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on, as well as being in the hands of
a new superintendent. Following
Russakoff’s talk, there was a panel
discussion regarding the situation in
Newark. Sitting on the panel were
Ross Danis, Dominique D. Lee, Dr.
Jennifer Robinson and Dr. Susan M.
Taylor, the discussion was moderated by John Mooney.
The panelists were found with the
help of Deans Cutler and O’Halloran
of the College of Education and Human Services, with the help of Drs.
Robinson and Taylor.
Dr. Robinson is the Executive
Director of the Center of Pedagogy
at Montclair, while Dr. Taylor is the
Director of the Newark-Montclair
Urban Teacher Residency program.
Both have a strong commitment to
the Newark public schools. Danis is
the executive director of the Newark
Education Trust, as well as a lifetime

educator in New Jersey. Lee is founder and executive director of Building
Responsible Intelligent Creative Kids
(BRICK), which is working with several of the worst schools in Newark.
The panelists offered insight to the
situation in Newark currently, adding their insight and personal experience to Russakoff’s research.
The lecture was made possible by
the Terhune Foundation, which has
been offering support to the journalism program at Montclair state for
five or six years, mostly in gaining
professionals to teach as adjuncts.
This past year, money was added to
the grant to support a Terhune Journalism lecture. Dr. Rita Jacobs, who
spearheaded the lecture and wrote
the grant, is hoping to make these
lectures an annual event.
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Four Tips to Reduce Stress Before Finals

in that moment, rather than feeling
overwhelmed by everything that you
haven’t done yet. Instead of thinking
to yourself, “I have to memorize eight
chapters by Friday,” break it down
and realize that for that one day all
you need to study are two chapters.

Michaela Caton
Staff writer

With finals right around the corner,
stress is the emotion that most college
students are feeling. Everyone knows
that stress is not something that we
normally enjoy feeling.
Small amounts of stress can be
good, this kind of stress allows us to
perform under pressure and write
that 10 page paper. When your body
is in a constant state of stress, the
good stress goes bad.
When the feelings of stress become
so constant that you hardly notice the
signs, action must be
taken. Stress can affect us emotionally as well as physically as seen in
these common symptoms of physical stress; aches and pains, diarrhea
or constipation, nausea, chest pain,
low sex drive and getting sick. Stress
causes your body to go into a state of
fight or flight, preoccupying your
body’s immune system from protecting you from disease. Now that it

Photo by Katie Winters.

is reinforced how bad stress can be
for the body, here are some ways to
reduce your stress and have a more
calm experience during finals week.
Although you cannot control the
stress in your life you can in fact control how you handle it. When you
start to panic:
1. Simply Breathe:
Take a deep breath in and try to expand your stomach, hold this breath

for five seconds and then let it out
slowly. Breathe in through your nose
and out through your mouth. Doing
this 10 times can lower your stress
level and bring you right out of a
panic.

3. Take a Social Break:
Taking a 30-minute break from studying can actually improve your
concentration by giving you a fresh
look when you return to your work.
Talking with friends can increase
your mood and decrease pessimism.
4. Exercise:
This releases endorphins, which are
the feel good chemicals in the body.
Yoga is a great tool to relax and focus on breathing. Running or another
type of cardio can be a great release.

2. Calm your mind:
When your mind regrets the past and
dreads the future, Mr. Stress is likely
to show up uninvited. Think about
everything you need to accomplish

Transitioning into Financial Independence and Success
Raeshelle Middleton
Staff writer

As graduation approaches, many
seniors are thinking of what they are
going to do next. Some have interned
and studied abroad; others have already worked hard and saved up to
start their new lives. There are many
of students prepared to embark on
their next level of education. As we
transition from being young people
to living the lives of working adults,
one of the most prominent transitions
of all are those of finance.
As young adults, some of us have
already been bombarded with medical bills, student loans, rent and not
to mention minor shopping. There
are some of us who have credit and
there are others who are getting prepared to balance their credit. As a
new worker in the world contributing to society, you have to be quite
balanced to experience the benefits
of total success. Being conscious of
projected expenses can put you way
ahead of the game and will solve a lot
of issues that can be caused by financial stress.
Your First Job in Your Career Field:
Getting your first job can eventually lead to you achieving the financial success that you may have in

mind. Lets say that you want to become a teacher and you’re hired on
the spot. As soon as the interviewer
brings up salary make sure that you
are ready to negotiate a reasonable
number by researching what you are
worth (after researching the company’s history). You don’t want to miss
out on an opportunity because your
standards are too high yet you don’t
want to sell yourself short. Having a
good salary enables you to obtain financial success as well as be prepared
to start small and build your self up
over a planned period of time. Having a great sense of your monthly salary will enable you to manage your
expenses.
Savings:
Everyone must have savings set
aside. Whether you are saving up for
that new car, saving up to move out
or saving for a rainy day, you need
to save. Although we are in college
where everyone is expected to be
on the same page at all times, life is
sometimes unexpected. Some of us
get sick and have to pay for medical
expenses. Some have children and
have to prepare for their medical expenses. Some times we just have to
replace things that are costly and we
spend a long time paying

back what loan we have received to
pay for it in the first place including
student loans. Some of the greatest
ways to avoid debt is to calculate your
expenses and live accordingly as well
as be prepared to spend more. Everyone’s savings amount is a different
number, but saving and budgeting
your money will pay off in the long
run. Saving enables you to do more
when you want to as well as when
you need to. The more that you have
tucked away, the better. Saving is one
of the things that you need to be successful with before moving out.
Your First Place:
Buying your first place and paying your own rent or mortgage is a
big deal. Some of us will choose to
rent apartments and others may have
interest in investing in real estate
such as condominiums. Real estate
is better to invest in when you are
experienced with handling expenses
and have a stable financial situation.
While choosing your first place you
must align your rent along with your
salary to ensure that you don’t end
up living beyond your means. While
renting, you have to be prepared to
put down a safety deposit as well
as enough for the last month’s rent
as well as first month’s rent. Rent

must be calculated accordingly, and
while renting you may want to keep
in mind that you will have other finances to take care of. Remember that
rent doesn’t wait for anybody and to
always have your rent or mortgage
prepared for the end of the month.
Also, make sure that all of the appliances in your new place work and
that they are fully insured.
Your First Car:
Whether or not you already have
your first car, some of us have to transition from being on our parents’ insurance to paying for our own. Within your monthly finances, you must
always calculate your automobile expenses. Some of the typical automobile expenses include gasoline & oil
changes, maintenance, repairs, tolls
and insurance. Some are prepared to
pay a monthly car note while others
have saved to pay for their cars cash.
Be sure that you include the price of
car washes

Read the rest of this story
at
www.themontclarion.org

Healing Sports and Non-Sport Injuries
James Carpentier
Staff writer

Whether suffering a joint, bone
or muscle injury on the ball field, in
the weight room, on the tennis court,
or spraining an ankle walking down
the steps on the MSU campus — it’s
more likely you’ll heal faster with a
rehabilitation procedure called active
rest – a proactive course of action after an injury.
The opposite is called passive
rest – basically just sitting around,
sulking and putting on unwanted
pounds eating ice cream to soothe the
emotional pain while icing the injury
to suppress the physical pain. From
minor injuries (i.e. scrapes, bumps
and bruises) to more serious issues
such as concussions, sprains, strains
and broken bones – treatment plans
depend on the nature and extent of
an injury.
In professional, college and high
school sports, certified athletic trainers are likely the first health care
professionals on the scene tending
to injured athletes. As mentioned,
depending on the type of injury and
whether it also necessitates consultation with the school sports medicine
physician, a treatment program will
then be discussed to help the athlete’s
recovery. For non-sports injuries, a
medical professional – such as a primary care physician – can outline the
best healing strategy, and, chances

modalities recommended by the head
athletic trainer and also not missing physical therapy appointments
prescribed by the team physician.
Non-athletes would also be wise to
consult with their doctors during the
treatment and follow-up phases as a
positive interaction between patient
and doctor can bring a more positive
outcome!
Active rest can help heal sport and non-sport injuries. Images courtesy of Google.

are that if you want to get back in the
game sooner rather than later or return to the classroom or office in less
time, it will be recommended that
you get moving by treating the injury
with the active rest approach rather
than being sedentary or – in worst
cases, bedridden for a prolonged period. In other words, taking a proactive road to recovery optimizes healing rather than choosing the passive
route! Here are some general active
rest guidelines:
•Ice it. To reduce inflammation, pain
and swelling, keep the injured area
elevated above the heart while applying an ice pack to the area. This is
typically a first course of action suggested by health care professionals
to minimize soreness by lessening
inflammation and swelling by applying ice to the injured site for 10 to

15 minutes on and off various times
during the first 48 hours.
•Apply moist heat. After the icing
phase and swelling is gone, a wonderful old-time natural anti-inflammatory inexpensive substance (available
in supermarkets and pharmacies)
called Epsom Salts may further promote healing. Mix half a cup of Epsom Salts in a large bowl of warm
water,then soak a towel in the mixture and apply it to the injured area
for 10-15 minutes. Repeat later
in the day.
•Follow your health care professional’s treatment process! Injured
athletes can help themselves get back
in the game faster by not missing
scheduled appointments in the athletic training office for ice, heat, massage therapy and other therapeutic

•Get moving! Your health care professional will probably also tell you
that if you can walk, then get up and
do not sit for long periods. If you
injured a limb (i.e. an arm or leg) –
again depending on the kind of injury, perhaps strengthening exercises
for the opposite healthy (uninjured)
limb will be advised by the health
care professional while resting the
injured area. Exercise and physical
activities produce those “feel good”
endorphins – neurotransmitters – circulating around the body that can
lessen pain around the injured area
even when not exercising or moving
that particular hurt body part.

Read the rest of this story
at
www.themontclarion.org
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This will be the last issue of
The Montclarion. Stay tuned
in May for the graduation issue!
Have a fun and safe break!
Want to Study Abroad
in
2013 and beyond?

G R A D UAT E S T U D I E S

OpEn HOUsE

START NOW!!!

WO R T H AT T E N D I N G

JUNE 7 :: 4PM - 6:30PM

YOUR FUTURE
WORTH ACHIEVING

Join us and see all that NJCU graduate programs offer. Meet
faculty, staff and students. Learn about our 27 graduate degree
programs, financial aid opportunities and tour our vibrant campus.
Visit njcu.edu for updated degree requirements.

Across from Panzer Athletic Center

Register now at:

njcu.edu/GradOpenHouse
1-877-NJCUGRAD
Michael B. Gilligan Student Union
2039 Kennedy Boulevard
Jersey City, NJ 07305

Worth It.

Just about to graduate with a

bachelor’s degree
in the

sciences?

Wondering what your
next step should be?

Become a

nurse!

Join us for our next Open House!
Monday, May 23, 4:30-6:30 p.m.

The Clinical Nurse Leader master’s
program at Seton Hall University’s College of Nursing
is exclusively for men and women with a non-nursing
bachelor’s degree.
In just two years, you can go from a college graduate to a
practicing nurse. This is your chance to fast-track into one of
the fastest-growing industries in the country.
Application deadline for
Fall 2011 is June 15.
Visit nursing.shu.edu,
e-mail nursing@shu.edu
or call (973)761-9306
to get started!

INFORMATION SESSIONS
WEDNESDAYS AT 2:30 PM
GLOBAL EDUCATION CENTER
22 NORMAL AVENUE

www.montclair.edu/GlobalEd/StudyAbroad
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Toons

Wanna have your drawings or
cartoons featured in
The Montclairon?
Email your submissions to
msuproduction@gmail.com
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When Animals Have It Their Way

I

W

Joseph Trajanoski | The Montclarion

ith a flailing economy crippled
by years of bad decisions and a job market
that seems to be simultaneously bleaker and more hopeful depending on who
you ask, it is almost expected that some
things fall through the gaps.
Up until the Kony fad (though maybe
I should give the SOPA crowd a little
credit), it seemed few things inspired
people more than threatening their bank
accounts, so it is refreshing to see that
even though the economy is still hardly
near where it was before 2007, people are
still looking outwards to try and improve
the world around them and not just the
inconveniences that directly affect them.
Long have we been overexposed to
the disturbingly graphic videos, pleading
pamphlets, and public protests of animal

rights group activists who believe that
the mass-production of meat has greatly
affected the overall treatment of animals
during their lives and during their “processing.” Now, it seems, the higher-ups in
the food industry are finally beginning to
see the bigger picture and appear to actually be listening to the public’s demands.
The self-proclaimed and over-advertised Kings of Accommodation, Burger
King, recently announced that they are
going to be making the transition to
more humane meat production over the
next five years by buying eggs and pork
from suppliers that do not keep their
animals in cages or crates. This follows
the vague announcements by competitors McDonald’s and Wendy’s earlier in
the year that, though they weren’t able to

outline a specific time frame, eliminating
cruel practices of mass meat production
was somewhere in their near future.
This may seem like a small step in the
long race for the improvement of animal
welfare, but this simple act will likely,
hopefully, start a chain reaction that will
pressure more fast food chains into changing the inhumane ways that they produce
their cheap, dollar deals. In the competitive
world of fast food where bragging rights
belong to those with the best-stocked dollar
menu, a change of this magnitude is sure to
send ripples of motivation to other chains so
they don’t end up being the last restaurant
to adopt humane animal slaughter.
This act is more than likely also going
to affect the production plants that have
been refusing to adopt kinder slaughter

practices when their free-range rivals see a
boom in high-paying investors who will be
improving the living conditions for tens of
thousands of chickens and pigs every year.
Burger King had already made cuts in
their food production as early as 2007 when
they decided to get nine percent of their
eggs and 20 percent of their pork coming
from cage-free environments. They could
have simply stopped there and argued their
slight advancements were better than nothing or that they were at least doing better
than the “other guys” , but the market is a
living organism that is constantly evolving
and adapting a whimsical society that really
wants to change things for the better and
they want to stand at the forefront.

Christie’s Quasi Caps

T

he best way to start debate with
college students these days is to utter the
words tuition increase. It’s a topic that is a
constant trend not just at Montclair State
University, but at many other college campuses in America.
Since Gov. Chris Christie proposed his
FY2013 budget, many New Jersey state
schools have had their tuition increased by
four percent. It may seem like an insignificant amount, but when you look at charts
comparing the increase of tuition from the
2010-2011 school year to this school year,
Montclair’s tuition increased from $10,113
in the 2010-2011 school year to $10,646 in
the 2011-2012 school year.
It’s hard to say if the caps will have a
positive effect on reformation of higher
education. On one hand, the state is trying
to decrease taxes, but by doing so they are
cutting school funding.
The cap is intended to force state
schools to increase tuition by only four
percent. The four percent is supposed to
compensate for the state funding lost. Gov.
Christie has made a symbolic gesture by
enforcing a cap.
Many may argue that the government
shouldn’t control the decision of tuition
increase. Schools should be allowed to create their own budget.
The president could lower tuition but
that still wouldn’t cover the loss of state
funding. On the other hand, the president
can go over the four percent increase, thus
losing students who can’t afford to go to
that university. But yearly increase will
eventually impact more and more students.

		

Joseph Trajanoski | The Montclarion
Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

We have seen some students forced to
drop out because of high tuition rates.
Schools would be losing money regardless.
Ideally, tax payers of New Jersey are
investing their money into the future
generation. Well, the only university that
seems to have a nearly perfect graduation
rate in New Jersey is Princeton.
Star Ledger report Kelly Heyboer
wrote that, “Four-year graduation rates
that ranged from 90 percent at Princeton
University to a mere 6 percent at New
Jersey City University in 2008, the latest available numbers gathered by the
federal Department of Education. Several
of the state’s largest public universities— including Kean, Montclair State
and William Paterson — reported less
than a third of their full-time freshmen
completed a bachelor’s degree within four
years.”
So people claim we’re investing in
the future, but we would have better
luck gambling on roulette than spending
money on the future.
Many would once again argue that
there isn’t enough support financially
and that’s why many students drop out
of school. It’s a constant struggle between
caps or no caps. Even our governor
Christie is confused, like when he nearly
abolished the cap in January 2011. Either
way, it is kind of a lose-lose situation.
If we could personally make the decision it would be to keep the cap for now.
A decrease of tuition requires more state
funding.
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Students See Final Exam Hopes Go Up In Smoke
Do University “judiciaries” think crimes are guilty until proven innocent?

H

ere’s a
news flash:
The idea that
MSU is a “dry
campus” is
only true if
you’re going
by the police
reports. No
student I’ve
Dylan Soltis
ever spoken
Columnist
to thinks of
Montclair as a dry campus and most are
surprised to find out that it even claims to
be.
Nevertheless, it’s hard not to notice the
constant police presence on campus. And
while the MSUPD surely serves a legal
purpose (though they will surely find
their influence on campus reduced when
“underage” drinking and marijuana possession are no longer crimes), I cannot
wrap my head around the legality of the
Department of Residential Education and
Services’ “judicial system.”
In what just legal system is the logical
fallacy of guilt by association actually
enshrined in law? Well, that’s exactly the
kind of policies held by ResEd and its
“judicial system” (a phrase I use incredibly
loosely).
Section D of the Code of Conduct

Preface (“complicity”) defines a negative
action (“omission”) as being just as bad as
actually committing the violation. Even
“knowledge of another committing or
attempting to commit a violation” is basis
for being charged with a violation.
While such a rule may be necessary in
cases of serious premeditated violations,
for the average student this amounts to
being charged for the actions of others.
This practice of using guilt by association
as law is simply unjust. It is not reasonable
to expect a student to know the intentions
of others. It does nothing more than breed
contempt among the students for ResEd
and its use of such unconstitutional policies.
Let me give you a scenario: Three students are sitting in a dorm room, watching TV, none of them appear to under the
influence of any illegal substances, and
there are no illegal substances obviously
present in the room.
Suddenly, three University officers and
a K-9 dog are in the room because two
Community Assistants “smelled some
weed in the hallway” and, as luck would
have it, they’ve pointed their fingers at this
room instead of the one across the hall and
the cops happen to agree.
First, two of the cops note that it doesn’t
really smell like marijuana in the room,
and none of the occupants appear under
the influence, but that third K-9 officer

has a funny feeling about this one and,
in his mind (though not the mind of anyone who knows the Fourth Amendment),
that’s probable cause. During the search,
a flashlight reveals what appears to be a
small amount of marijuana residue on a
dresser. The rest of the search will reveal
nothing, but, nevertheless, the handcuffs
come out and the occupant whose room it
was is arrested. The two others will be let
go without being charged of a crime.
After the charges have been dropped in
court and the proper University meetings
have been held, ResEd hands out their
verdicts: all three students will be thrown
out of housing by the end of the week,
they will not be allowed to return until
next year, and they have to take the usual
“Alcohol/Drug Education courses.”
While the absurdity of the fact that a
student could be punished so by ResEd
even though they were not ultimately
charged with a crime is staggering. What
is even more ridiculous is that the two students who were not even initially charged
were punished in this way. Apparently,
they should have known better since the
illegal substance was “in plain sight” (even
though it was only found after a search
with a K-9 dog and the use of a flashlight)
and are therefore guilty by association.
This scenario is based on true accounts
of the unjust system we are subjected to at
this university: We are denied respect for

our constitutional rights and are judged
instead with logical fallacies and such
ridiculously applied notions as “complicity.”
Clearly, this school values punishment
over academics since students can and
will be thrown out right before final exam
week with no way of remaining in the
area to take those finals. Such blatant disregard for the rule of law and the academics of students shows how this university
respects its students, that is to say, not in
the slightest bit.
Now is the time to speak out against
such ridiculous practices before more students are impacted in this way.
Drinking and drug use on campus can
be serious problems, but there is no excuse
in cases such as this one to so clearly
abuse the constitutional rights and rule of
law that all American citizens (students
included) are guaranteed by our government.
Until those rights are respected, every
student of MSU will have to make a complete search (preferably with the aid of a
K-9 dog and a flashlight) of any dorm they
decide to visit or risk being thrown out of
housing.

Dylan Soltis, an English major, is in his first year as
a columnist for The Montclarion.

A Broad In Florence: Parting, Sweet Sorrow, etc.
When one door closes, another one opens, muses future Editor-in-Chief

T

Lori Wieczorek
Foreign
correspondent

oday, I
was reminded that the
passage of
time is constant
and
inescapable.
It’s all too
easy to forget that, as
we go about
our everyday
lives, time is

gnawing at our experiences.
Was it really three months ago that
I left the states? Can it truly be that a
month from now I will return to the life I
once knew? My attitude towards time has
always been the same: a complete nonchalance towards the ultimate ticking clock.
Until this moment, that is.
Registering for classes last week was
enough to jolt me from my deliberate
oblivion. Next semester I will be entering

my final year as a college student and the
thought alone is enough to allow the tendrils of fear to entrench themselves into
my mind. The truth is that I don’t ever
want to leave Europe, let alone launch into
the final stages of my college career.
Yet, we are all resigned to this fate. The
graduates this May might feel the same
way I do, but that does not change the fact
that time is kicking us forward. Regardless
of personal skepticism, the need for progress, even forward momentum, is essential
for individual growth.
I made one of my first impulsive decisions when I decided to study abroad
and it has become one of my most prized
choices. When I began the application
process, I essentially did not give myself
a choice. I had to study abroad. There was
no other way.
I reasoned that there was nothing left
for me in the states and that, if I continued
living in Jersey, I would root myself in
hypocrisy. After all, I had always been the
one who complained about American culture and how boundless Europe seemed

to be.
The idea of a boundless existence was
what really drew me. Maybe this is idealistic, but isn’t the prospect of graduating
equally as boundless? After visiting a
friend who is teaching English in Prague,
I can’t help but consider taking a year off
after graduating to do the same thing.
Although graduation does initiate
the repayment of loans and other forced
responsibilities, it is also a new freedom
that can’t be disregarded. Why not teach
English in a foreign nation? You are now
the pilot of your own life. That means
no more administrators or pesky class
requirements.
After making the decision to study
abroad, I can’t imagine what I would
be like without the experience. I never
thought I would change in a mere three
months, but I am beginning to see the evidence of a new me.
The change is neither visible nor obvious at first glance, but something inside
my psyche has switched, like the flick of a
light switch or the turning of a key.

Before I left for Italy, a friend of mine told
me that when he left for college all of his
friends bid him a fond farewell but moved
on with their lives as if he hadn’t existed.
He warned me that I too might fall prey to
friends that simply forget, not on purpose
but as a product of time.
Naturally, the thought of being forgotten frightened me before I began to realize
that surface relationships are just another
part of life. This was the first of many revelations that I have had since I have been
in Italy. Honestly, it took the forced transition to help me realize a lot of things.
Perhaps one of the functions of time
is to push an individual from skepticism
to the desire for honesty before our own
clocks wind down to zero.
Parting is such sweet sorrow. Less than
three weeks to go.

Lori Wieczorek, an English major, is the former
Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.

Whatever Happened To...The Fairy-Tale Marriage?
Divorce rates and doubt could see your marriage’s demise

T

he end
of 2011 and
beginning of
2012 have seen
two celebrity
trends. Babies
(everyone is
having them
and most people who are on
KELYN BORTZ
their second or
Columnist
third, I don’t
even remember having their first!) and
divorces.
It seems that Miss Kardashian’s almostbut-not-quite three month marriage led
to a spark in celebrity break-ups, some
of which the public would have never
expected.
For instance, Seal and Heidi Klum have
filed for divorce after seven years of marriage, six extravagant vow renewals and
four children. Similarly, after 11 years of
marriage and three kids, Peter Facinelli

and Jennie Garth are in the middle of a very
public divorce. Other big name divorces
include Demi Moore and Ashton Kutcher,
Jennifer Lopez and Marc Anthony and
Mel Gibson and Robyn Denise Moore.
While many are getting divorced,
even more are recently engaged — Justin
Timberlake and Jessica Biel, Angelina
Jolie and Brad Pitt, Drew Barrymore and
Will Kopelman (or whoever she is with
right now) and Halle Berry and Olivier
Martinez. Still, their chances of survival
are slim to none based on the current
divorce rates in the United States.
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention revealed a 50 percent divorce
rate in the United States. Though this
statistic meets some argument, since first
marriages (41 percent) and multiple marriages (60 to 73 percent) have much different rates, the high rates are still very
disheartening.
It’s nice to be optimistic and believe
your relationship will be the exception,
but according to these statistics, it’s likely
the marriage won’t work out. Try telling

that to a 15 year old who believes she’s “so
in love.”
Now I’m left to question, what exactly
is the cause of these sad facts? Is it because
people are getting married too quickly
and don’t know their partner well enough?
Is it because divorce is a quick and easy
process and is the go-to answer to any
marital dispute? Are we, as a culture, just
becoming more disloyal and adulterous
than we once were? Or are we just too
unforgiving? What has changed within
the past 50 years that has made marriage
go from a “sacred” state to a day-to-day
toss up?
One can blame it on age (or gender),
since those who marry when they are
younger have a higher divorce rate of
those who marry when they are over 30.
But most of our grandparents (or greatgrandparents) married by 20 and they’re
still together!
I once looked forward to “living happily
ever after” like most young girls, but hearing this and other divorce stories all over
the place makes me question this element
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of my ten-year vision. After six years and
two failed relationships, how will I know
when a potential marriage will last? How
long should one wait before saying “I do”?
And how do you distinguish between cold
feet and wanting to run for the hills?
I’m not asking what the signs of a bad
relationship are, because everyone should
be somewhat aware of the status of their
own relationship. But if someone really
believes they are in love and it will last forever, what is a way to test that they can be
happy with that person for 60 plus years?
I don’t think there is any easy answer to
that question, or any that I posed throughout the article.
I guess we just need to accept that the
concept of the house with the white picket
fence, a husband, two kids and a dog is
no longer the highest priority in America.
Or maybe it is and we all just suck at marriage.

Kelyn Bortz, a broadcasting major, is in her first
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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When The Mitt is on The Other Hand
Presidential flip-flopper finds support through fictitious life stories

I

n the
months that
have passed,
America has
been privy to
really nothing
more
than a handful of grown
men
yellAlexa coppola
ing
at
the
ASst. Opinion Editor
American
public and accusing one another and the
current president of various and sundry
failures to uphold the American way of
life.
As for the yelling, well, that is difficult to decipher amongst the long winded
talks about how one man’s moral compass
points more northward than north or how
another man is simply too smart to be the

president.
Yes, that is correct, I am discussing possible candidates for the Republican nomination, and ultimately for possible, but
implausible, presidency. But it turns out
that the nomination will not be awarded
to the man who is too moral or too smart
but to the man with money.
Meet Mitt Romney, the unofficial but
almost certain candidate representing
Republicans in the 2012 presidential election. He cannot be discussed in a manner akin to his previous running mates
because, to be truthful, he has very little in
common with them.
They are all men who have definite and
clear beliefs that they barrade the nation
with via any media source that will make
eye contact with them.
While what they represent may be
absolutely ridiculous and even laughable
at times, they still definitely represent
something that can probably be summa-

rized in one sentence.
Mr. Romney, however, does not share
this quality. In fact, details become vague
mumbles when inquiries are made about
his personal beliefs and even general representation.
For instance, not four years ago did the
governor of Massachusetts actively and
verbally promote the awareness of climate change and investments in alternative energy sources. Now he vehemently
supports drilling for oil in a very public
fashion, right where all his supporters can
hear him.
In some cases, Romney blatantly lies
about experiences from his life. For example, he told the press that he loved hunting, had been a hunter nearly all his life
and purchased a gun when he was very
young.
His campaign later revealed that he
had been on two hunting trips in his lifetime. One when he was 15 years old, and

one six years ago during a fundraiser for
Republicans.
This is a man who appears to say anything to gain support from the conservative voters. It is unclear as to what Mr.
Romney really believes versus what he
claims to think or believe. Though there is
one attribute common to the right that is
flaunted in speeches and interactions and
it has to do with his economic policy.
He is probably best represented as fiscally conservative. This translates into laws
that will give tax breaks to the wealthiest
people, which is a difficult concept to comprehend if one imagines an economically
stable country, but at the very least, we
should be thankful that we are privy to
seeing a bit of authenticity from the man. 		
Or are we...

Alexa Coppola, a Fine Arts major, is in her first year
as Assistant Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.

Smoke-Free Campus Another Threat to Freedoms
Non-smoker stands up for the rights of nicotine lovers everywhere

R

ecently
it seems as if
the likelihood
of Montclair’s
c a m p u s
becoming
smoke-free has
almost become
a certainty. So
much so that
lindsay Rassmann
last week the
FEATURE Editor
Un iversit y
Senate made it the topic of their annual book award essay contest in which
they asked students to submit essays discussing the impact and disadvantages or
advantages of having a totally tobacco-free
campus.
Year after year as kids, we were taught
the dangers of smoking. As well-informed
adults we should be able to decide for ourselves whether smoking is something we
want to do or not.
College is stressful, and if a cigarette
helps take some of that stress away, even if

it’s for five minutes, I think those students
are entitled to it.
As small as it may be, we all have the
right to smoke whether we choose to or
not and the idea of the University possibly taking away a personal freedom just
doesn’t sit well with me.
As a non-smoker, the possibility of
Montclair’s campus becoming tobaccofree actually aggravates me. No, I don’t
like the smell of smoke and yes, I know
the effects and dangers of second hand
smoke, but smoking is a personal matter.
Smokers have the right to smoke wherever
they wish as long as they abide by the
University’s already existing policy.
Yes, there is a policy. Many are probably unaware because it is not enforced.
So even if the campus were to become
tobacco-free, how could any of us nonsmokers expect the University to keep all
those unruly smokers in line?
The university’s current policy on smoking is that it’s prohibited inside buildings.
Our generation will probably be the last to
remember when restaurants had smoking
sections.

Smoking inside buildings is extinct,
and for that matter, smokers of our generation have probably never even been able to
smoke inside a public building. This obviously isn’t the policy the University has a
problem enforcing.
Montclair’s campus technically requires
its smokers to stand at least 20 feet from
buildings when smoking. My CA mentioned it to our floor once each semester,
and that message has stayed in the lounge
where it was said.
On a daily basis, I experience, and I’m
sure you do too, this last “rule” consistently being broken. Look outside University
Hall, or outside of the Village or the
Heights and you’re bound to see someone
leaning up against the building smoking a
cigarette.
My qualm is if there’s no one enforcing the current smoking policy, how can
anyone expect the university to enforce a
smoke-free campus?
I attended a community college that has
a smoke-free policy in effect on its main
campus, and from my experience smokers
are going to smoke regardless of any pol-

icy put into place. The smoke-free policy
banned smokers from smoking anywhere
on the campus, even in parking lots.
My community college’s campus cops,
who did nothing but stroll and cruise
around on bikes and foot all day, often
could be seen telling people to put out
cigarettes, but a verbal warning was all
that the school ever did.
Smoking isn’t illegal and doesn’t warrant arrest, so if the only form of punishment is a wag of the finger and a “put
that thing out,” how does Montclair think
they’re going to dissuade smokers?
Telling college students not to do something that had nothing to do with the college itself and all to do with personal and
health freedoms is wrong.
Smoking is a nasty habit and in no way
do I condone it. But ultimately it’s not my
decision, and I know that, and I’m not trying to tell anybody where or where not to
do it.

Lindsay Rassmann, a broadcasting major, is in her
first year as Feature Editor for The Montclarion.

THE MONTCLARION MAILBAG
To the Editor:
After reading Dylan Soltis’ opinion column (“There’s a Reason SDS is
Occupying the Quad”), we believe that it
is important for the campus community
to have a more accurate and fuller understanding of Montclair State’s Board of
Trustees representation as well as the
University’s relationship with PSEG.
By law, the members of our Board of
Trustees must be nominated by the
Governor (in addition to being approved
by the Senate Judiciary Committee). The
University’s universal experience to date
is that Governor Christie and his predecessors have made an honest and very
much appreciated effort to nominate for
our Board only those individuals who

have an abiding commitment to public
higher education along with the capability to provide their pro bono leadership, time and talents in support of the
University and our students. This is true
of all of our Board members, including
those who are business leaders in our
community.
Far from garnering any special profit
from the University, the members of
the University’s Board of Trustees serve
without compensation; at the same time,
however, the participation of corporate
leaders on our Board has produced many
outstanding benefits to the students of
this University and to the citizens of the
state as well.

As just one example, PSEG (the company
with whom the present Board Chairman
is employed) has provided generous
funding assistance to the University for
the Institute for Sustainability Studies,
which is an important and vital area
of study for students in the College of
Science and Mathematics and the campus and community as a whole; the Ben
Samuels Children’s Center, which serves
the needs of hundreds of pre-school
children (both those who are typically
developing and those on the autism spectrum) and is an educational resource for
students in the College of Education and
Human Services and the Study Lounge
in University Hall, which is actively used
by students throughout the day.

The Montclarion Mailbag Policy

Creating the high-quality teaching,
learning and research environment our
students deserve is an ongoing commitment for many of us in the Montclair
State community, and we are personally
grateful to the Board of Trustees for their
critical contribution to those important
collective efforts.
Robert S. Prezant
Dean of the College of Science and
Mathematics
John T. Shannon
Vice
President
Advancement

of

University
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M-Glow: Montclair’s Own Paint Party

Barstool what? Dayglow inspiration a success

Photo courtesy of Carley Hussain.

Montclair’s version of a rave, M-Glow.

Alan Vallee
A&E Editron

You walk into a tent. Of
all things, a tent. It’s dark,
there’s music booming and it
smells like paint. Everywhere
you look there are people
dancing to the beat, swaying
wildly from side to side like
a manic gyre. There’s barely
any room to breathe once

you get near the main crowd.
Near the back, there is what
looks like a circle for a danceoff with nobody dancing.
Then someone walks into
this empty space and starts
doing the robot. This isn’t
an alcohol-fueled shrine to
the mediocre like Barstool
promised, this isn’t an ecstasy-fueled rave like what
you hear about on the news.

This is Montclair’s very
own paint party, M-Glow.
From the moment people
start pouring in and DJ Clinton Sparks starts spinning
all the hits from the last five
years, it becomes obvious
this is no rave; it’s a party.
This thought is both simultaneously comforting and
terrifying: It gives people the
freedom to enjoy music they

know and can dance to, but
at the cost of losing that special feeling that you’re hearing the cutting-edge of electronic music. It’s a freedom
most embrace gladly, particularly the ones wearing hats
and shirts embroidered with
“YOLO,” short for You Only
Live Once, the current means
of existence that we all have.
Through the booming of
the music there’s some unmistakable noises, specifically the chanting and cheering whenever a particularly
anthemic song comes on and
the clapping for any time the
DJ solicits rhythmic applause
for a particularly large drop.
Another, somewhat more
touching sound is that unmistakable sound of getting
soaked by something that
you weren’t necessarily expecting at that moment —
paint parties are all about
staying clean, obviously.
Throughout the night, there
were multiple bombardments of neon-bright paint

which showed up fantastically under the blacklight. As
with any concert, the visuals
were also an important aspect
which shone through beautifully. Inside the huge tent
was a light show that could
easily have been the equal
of any in Miami or Ibiza.
With this light show and all
the paint, the show became
something anyone attending could tell future generations of partiers: “I was there
when the partying started.”
Sadly, all things come to
an end and at 10 p.m. the last
song was played, the lights
came on and out shuffled a
crowd of tired partygoers
to wash the paint off their
faces and glasses and move
on to after-parties or sleep.
Thankfully, no editors
were injured in the production of this article and
hopefully there will be more
of these megaparties happening in the future. It’s
a far better use of money
than gold statues, after all.

For more pictures and exclusive online content check out
themontclarion.org

Montclairfest Features All-Star Lineup
Tyga, Wale and Cartel tear up Lot 60

Lindsay Rassmann
Staff Writer

Those who went to Montclairfest this past weekend are
easy to spot: look for painful
sunburn, black wristbands or
people who look weary after
what was undoubtedly one
of the busiest, loudest and
most fun weekends Montclair State has seen all year.
Over the course of the seven hours of Montclairfest, a
staggered 1,200 students and
guests attended the all-star
lineup that performed in lot 60.
Big name artists like Wale,
Tyga, Maino and Cartel performed with local talent
Kacy Epps and Battle of the
Bands winner Nobody Yet.
“It was beyond amazing,
and the fact that Wale and
Tyga went before me made
me feel even greater,” Epps
said. “I was nervous, but the
moment I rapped my first
line, I knew I was going to do
great the rest of the show.”
“It reminded me of Warped
Tour but a smaller venue,”
student
Brittany
Clemente said. “It was refreshing to see a student and
someone I know perform.
He did a really great job.”
The event, hosted by
S.L.A.M, followed the hype
generated from M-glow
the night before. In between artists, people could
choose to eat from an assortment of food vendors,
jump on a three-way trampoline and shop for mer-

Photos courtesy of Carley Hussain.
Above: A crowd going crazy for Wale. Below: The real hero of Montclairfest, trampolines.

chandise from apparel company, The Fresh Clothing.
“The DJs and artists were
all wonderful and really got
the crowd going,” S.L.A.M.
director Niki Santana said.
“I’m extremely happy that
the event turned out successful and we had perfect
weather for the event. The
whole weekend turned out
awesome and we all worked
really hard into putting this
weekend into what it turned
out to be and putting the
name S.L.A.M. out there.”
“Montclair should do stuff
like this all the time,” student
Jackie Loder said. Students
and guests alike left the event
satisfied and with smiles
on their faces. One thing is
for certain, next year’s performers will have to meet
the high standards left in the
wake of this year’s lineup.
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Spring Semester

Summer Sessions

Choose from 9 sessions May 14–Aug. 23
Sessions range from 3 to 12 weeks and classes meet on campus or online.

Fa l l S e m e s t e r

montclairstateuniversitysummerwinter

montclair.edu/summer

973-655-4352
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Interactive web series I Made America

Founding Fathers wander the streets of Chi-town
Heather Lockhart
Staff Writer

Have you ever wondered what
life for America’s Founding Fathers
would be like in 2012? Probably not,
but now that you probably are, you
can find out by watching “I Made
America,” a web series and transmedia project produced by Chicago
comedy company Octavarius and
independent film organization
CNGM Pictures that follows Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Hamilton,
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison,
George Washington and John Adams through their new lives in 2012
Chicago.
As their website (imadeamerica.
com) explains, “On January 1, 2012,
six Founding Fathers […] were
kidnapped from their own time and
brought to 2012 by the American
Revolutionaries for Freedom and
Family (ARFF) Super PAC. Shortly
thereafter, ARFF abandoned the
Founding Fathers, leaving them
penniless and alone in Chicago. The
Founders were quick to make new
friends and have since started to
make their own way in the modern
world.”
And make their own way they do:
Franklin remains a curious, inventive ladies’ man who is fascinated
by the modern world he helped
create (you’re welcome); Hamilton
finds love, loses it and turns into
the clingy, brooding ex we all dread;
Jefferson, like a rebellious teenager,
turns away from politics and toward
the world of music with varying
degrees of success; Washington, the
ever responsible general, takes on a
title for which he is entirely unqualified: office manager; Adams serves
those in thirst at his new barista gig

Photo courtesy of Robin Clement.

The Founding Fathers... or not.
and finds an Abigail and a not-sonew calling along the way; and they
all discover that Madison, whose
brain was scrambled by the trip
through time, can predict the future.
With the 2012 Presidential election looming, this series adds a
healthy dash of intentional humor
to the pot and manages to do so
without perverting what history has
told us about the Founding Fathers.
There’s something for everyone in
this series, and you certainly don’t
have to be a history lover to appreciate it. These men transcend the yellowed pages of the past and become
real people with problems to which
those of us living in the 21st century
can relate: relationship problems,
work problems, #firstworldproblems — it’s all there. And the “there”
is, almost literally, everywhere.

Transmedia storytelling, as explained by the minds behind IMA,
“permeates the lives of our audience
members by bringing the characters to life through multiple online
and offline channels,” which means
that if you’re lucky enough to live
in Chicago, you just might run into
Jefferson while he’s busking on State
Street or you might find Franklin
wandering around the Museum of
Science and Industry.
If you aren’t planning to visit Chicago in the near future, don’t worry!
You can still interact with the Founding Fathers through their Twitter,
Tumblr and Facebook accounts. You
can also email, call or text them. As
IMA creator and executive producer
Marc Muszynski said, “‘I Made
America’ mirrors the way we tell our
own stories in 2012, which makes

the project infinitely more fun, especially because when you’re interacting with the Founding Fathers, you
become a character in their reality.”
It’s a wonder this series has yet
to go viral. The fan base seems to be
expanding exponentially each day
with more people posting videos
of their attempts at Franklin’s “Pop
Tart Challenge” and quoting lyrics
from Thomas Jefferson’s very real
and very downloadable EP. IMA’s
two most popular YouTube videos,
“Sh*t Founding Fathers Say (in the
present)” and “Founding Fathers
History Pickup Lines (in 2012)” have
nearly 39,000 and 80,000 hits, respectively. To check out these videos and
find out more about this hilarious,
innovative project, head over to imadeamerica.com.

The Lucky One is a Flop

Nicholas Sparks delivers same sappy romance

The Lucky One tears at everyone’s heartstrings.
Tatiana Stec
Staff Writer

Another one of Nicholas Sparks’
novels hit the big screen this past
weekend. The Lucky One, starring a
matured Zac Efron and actress Taylor Shilling who resembles an older,
blonde Katy Perry, will leave audience members with a new favorite
love story. Efron will surely grab the
audiences’ hearts as he forces them
to forget about him as Troy from
High School Musical and say hello to
the strong and silent United States
Marine Sergeant Logan Thibault.
Shilling, best known from television
series Mercy, has definitely found
her breakout role as single mother

Beth Clayton in this romantic drama.
Directed by Scott Hicks, the movie
ranked number two at the box office
with a $22.8 million premiere, more
than The Notebook and Dear John. The
script is cliché, especially in Logan’s
dialogue, but that’s what you should
expect from a Sparks based movie.
While serving his third tour in Iraq,
Logan finds a small photo of a woman glistening through the dirt and
rubble. After he finds the photo,
the spot where he had been standing is attacked with explosives.
The photo becomes his good luck
charm, protecting him from harm and
death during dangerous situations
while other soldiers aren’t so lucky.
Logan makes a promise to himself

Photo courtesy of Zap2It.
that once he finishes his tour and returns to the States, he will find his
guardian angel and thank her. After
researching the only clue in the photo,
the site of a lighthouse, Logan leaves
his home in Colorado and walks to
Louisiana with his German Shepherd Zeus and begins to ask locals if
they recognize the mystery woman.
A man at a bar leads Logan to kennel owner Beth who hires him as a
dog walker. Logan keeps the photo
a secret as he lets his relationship
with Beth grow, spending time with
her son Ben and her grandmother
Ellie, and working at the kennel.
Logan finds peace and is content
working with the family, becoming closer with them. Beth who suf-

fered a traumatic past is changed
when Logan becomes part of her life.
Viewers are drawn to the fairy
tale setting of the scenic south
and the simplicity of nature as
the two characters fall in love.
Logan is a compelling character because he is brave and patient,
dedicating his time to the family and
becoming their own guardian angel.
His charming piano playing,
and his long, deep stares as well
as the sight of him wearing nothing but black boxer briefs will
easily lure audience members.
The message of The Lucky
One is to live in the moment
and cherish what you have.
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SPECIAL DOUBLE PROGRAM | May 5 r 4:00p.m. and 8:00p.m.

Shanghai Quartet
Photo: Montclair State University/Mike Peters.

The Complete
Bartók String
Quartets

973-655-5112 | www.peakperfs.org
*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student I.D.

Thank you, Dr. Newman

P

eak Performances and
the Office of Arts and
Cultural Programming wish

a fond farewell to the College of the Arts’
Dean Geoffrey W. Newman. Montclair
State University and the College
of the Arts would not be the vibrant
center for learning it is today without
your steadfast leadership and
boundless enthusiasm over the past
24 years. Thank you for all you have
done for the faculty, staff, and most of all
the students of Montclair State University.

Good luck in your
future endeavors!
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DEFINE YOUR FUTURE
AT STEVENS.
High-Impact, Applied Graduate Education.
Minutes from Manhattan.
Choose from more than 40 nationally recognized, market-driven
master’s programs and 22 Ph.D. programs including:
#VTJOFTT*OUFMMJHFODFBOE"OBMZUJDT
#JPNFEJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
$PNQVUFS4DJFODF
$ZCFSTFDVSJUZ
&OWJSPONFOUBM&OHJOFFSJOH
'JOBODJBM&OHJOFFSJOH

*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT
.#"JO5FDIOPMPHZ.BOBHFNFOU
.FDIBOJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
4PGUXBSF&OHJOFFSJOH
4ZTUFNT&OHJOFFSJOH
5FDIOPMPHZ 1PMJDZBOE&UIJDT

World-class faculty and distinctive educational programs have
made Stevens one of the nation’s leading research universities
and keep Stevens graduates in high demand.

Ranked in the top 3 percent of U.S. schools
for return on investment for students
(Bloomberg Businessweek)

APPLY NOW FOR SUMMER & FALL
Attend Our Graduate Open House
April 28 or July 28 t 10 a.m. t Hoboken, NJ
Visit stevens.edu/montclair to learn more.
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Baseball Still Going Strong as
Season Draws Closer to End
Jeff Onorato
Staff Writer

The Red Hawks were on fire with
a five-game winning streak heading
into four New Jersey Athletic Conference games in three days last weekend.
Montclair State University played
two games against William Paterson University and a home doubleheader against Richard Stockton.
MSU lost the first game at home
against WPU. Senior designated hitter Kevin Bond supplied the only
run with a sixth-inning solo homer
in the 6-1 defeat. Senior Sean Hille,
who was coming off a shutout over
Rowan in his previous start, received
his third loss this season. Hille entered the ninth in a 3-1 game, but the
Pioneers opened it up late with three
runs to snap the winning streak.
Sophomore shortstop Cody Pace and
junior left fielder Matt Moreno each
had a pair of hits in the afternoon.
MSU shook off their third NJAC
loss in a rematch the next day in
Wayne. WPU struck first, scoring a
run in the first two innings. In the
third, MSU cut the lead in half on a
passed ball with a man on third to
make it 2-1, but WPU took it right
back in the bottom of the inning.
Down two runs, Bond took ball four
to lead off the top of the fourth for junior third baseman Stephen Nappe.
Taking the first pitch swinging,
Nappe tied the game with a tworun homer to left. The home run was
Nappe’s sixth of the season, tying
Bond for the team lead. MSU took the

lead with an RBI single from sophomore second baseman Lou Martini.
The Pioneers reclaimed the lead
with a two-run double in the fourth
to make it 5-4. In his third time at
the plate, Bond homered for the
second straight day and his seventh of the year to tie the game.
MSU took their second lead
with a run in the sixth inning, 6-5.
WPU was as relentless as MSU in the
close game. An RBI-single tied it up
yet another time in the sixth, but in the
seventh a sac fly by Tim Byron gave
MSU the run they needed to make it
7-6. Sophomore John Silvestri came on
in relief for starter Zach Brown, pitching through the eighth for his first win
of the season. Jake Campbell pitched
a scoreless ninth for his second save
to split the two-game set over WPU.
MSU went back home for Saturday’s doubleheader with Richard
Stockton, sending senior Jack McDonough to the mound in the first
game. McDonough gave up three
runs in the second, but a two-run double from Bond kept it close at 3-2. The
Ospreys took a two-run lead in the
fourth, but in the bottom half MSU,
back-to-back RBI singles off the bats
of Byron and Martini tied the game.
The Red Hawks tacked on two
more in the inning to make it 6-4,
and kept the lead from then on.
In the eighth, Nappe connected for
another first-pitch two-run homer
to make it 9-4. Senior center fielder
Mickey McGraw was four for five
with an RBI in the game. Junior Josh
Manto pitched four innings of relief for McDonough, who earned
his fifth win in the 10-5 victory.

The momentum continued as the
Red Hawks scored first and never
trailed to sweep the doubleheader against Richard Stockton, 8-3.
Nappe did it again in the bottom of the first; a first-pitch tworun homer with Bond on base to
put MSU on top early in the game.
MSU extended their lead in the
fourth to five runs after Byron,
who made it to third on an RBI triple, scored on a sac fly. Byron was
named Player of the Week by the
NJAC as he went 8-for-17 with nine
RBIs and six runs scored last week.
By the sixth inning, Richard
Stockton had posted three runs
to make it 5-3, but the MSU offense responded with three of their
own as Martini, Pace and Bond
each drove in a run to make it 8-3.
Pitcher Travis Della Volpe got the
start in game two, earning his second win this season. His first came
last Thursday in an 11-2 victory
over Johns Hopkins when he went
struck out seven in seven innings.
Della Volpe joined Byron in receiving an award from the conference, being named Rookie Pitcher
of the Week for his performance.
On Tuesday, MSU played against
York College of Pennsylvania
home at Yogi Berra Stadium. Although they led the game 4-3 in
the fifth, MSU allowed three unanswered runs late in the 6-4 defeat.
Nappe led off the bottom of
the first with his fourth tworun
homer
in
four
games.
Nappe and his teammates don’t
think of home runs and other
hits as individual achievements.
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“Kevin [Bond] and I try our best to
help put the team in good positions to
win baseball games,” Nappe said. The
long ball came from an unexpected
bat to give MSU the lead in the fifth,
shortstop Cody Pace’s first of the year,
but York tied the game the next inning.
The Spartans took the lead in
the eighth and added an insurance run in the ninth to hand
MSU their 12th loss this year.
MSU has seven games left in the regular season, with four being NJAC
conference games to be played this
weekend. MSU takes on New Jersey City University on Thursday
and Friday, and TCNJ for a home
doubleheader against on Saturday.
Junior outfielder Anthony Bowens is confident they will be
able to win at least three to ultimately
win
the
conference.
“We have a great group of guys that
play hard every day and love the
game, which I think is a great dynamic for success,” Bowens said
before this weekend’s contests.
Thursday’s game is scheduled
for 3:30 p.m. at Yogi Berra Stadium
with Saturday’s games to start at 11
a.m. The Red Hawks are currently 2312 overall on the season and their 11-3
NJAC record puts them in first place.

Women’s Lacrosse Finishes Second in NJAC
Steve Ricci
Staff Writer

The 2012 women’s lacrosse season
has come to an end for five of the nine
teams within the Skyline Conference;
Montclair State University is not one
of those teams and will play in the Skyline Conference Tournament, which
will be hosted by Montclair State
University from April 25 until May 2.
The Red Hawks (7-1) finished
second in the conference only behind Farmingdale State (8-0), the
only team in the conference to beat
MSU. For the first time in three seasons, MSU did not finish the season undefeated in the conference.
After rattling off two 20-goal games
in a row against Mount St. Mary College and the College of Mount St. Vincent, Kean University came in looking
to end the two-game winning streak
of the Red Hawks, but failed to do so.
Freshman Tierney Conlon scored six
times and added two assists as the
Hawks came out on top with a 17-11
victory on last Thursday to secure the
second seed within the conference and
give the Red Hawks their first threegame winning streak of the season.
When asked about the feeling of
securing the second seed, Cora Delfini stated, “The feeling of not being
number one right now isn’t great,
but being the underdog is always
better. I feel that our loss against
Farmingdale happened for a reason
and only made us a stronger team.
We now know what to expect, and
if we win tonight as well as Farmingdale, we will play each other in
the championship on Saturday. If we
come out and play the full 60 minutes we will be guaranteed the win.”
Delfini and sophomore Kelly Schoneveld each recorded three goals and
added an assist in the game against
Kean. MSU held a tight 4-2 lead halfway through the first when Kean
came strong with four goals and
took a 6-4 lead with 5:37 left. After
the four-goal run, the Red Hawks
responded with four more goals in

the first half to take an 8-6 lead into
the break. Delfini ended the first
with a goal on a free position attempt with only six seconds left.
Kailee Beal and Krissa Henderson
completed the six-goal unanswered
run with goals 12 seconds apart as
MSU extended its lead to 10-6 with
3:14 gone by in the second half. Kean
refused to relent, scoring twice to cut
the lead to 10-8. The teams alternated
the next four goals and two straight
goals from Kean eventually got the
Cougars within 12-11 with 11:16 left.
That would be the closet Kean cut
the lead to as the Red Hawks finished the game on a five-goal rant.
The Red Hawks looked to finish
out the season on a four-game winning streak and head in to the Skyline Conference with a lot of momentum behind them. Maritime
College came to Sprague Field to
play the last game of the season
and the Hawks made easy work of
them and get by with an 18-3 victory.
Junior attack Kailee Beal scored
four times and added three assists; Delfini and Maggie Fallon
had three goals apiece as well.
MSU started off slow when Maritime
netted a goal 20 seconds into the game
to give them the very early 1-0 lead.
MSU responded with four straight
goals and Maritime got one back, cutting the lead to 4-2 with under five
minutes played in the first half. The
Red Hawks would rattle off the next
nine goals. MSU outscored Maritime
15-3 in the first half and shut them
out in the second half while posting three more goals of their own.
Conlon led the team in points as
a freshman by scoring 37 goals and
adding 55 helpers for a total of 92
points in 15 games. She also was second in the conference when it came
in average assists per game with
3.67. “Leading the team in points as
a freshman feels great, but everyone
has been working hard. I wouldn’t
have all the assists without my team
finishing the shot and I wouldn’t have
as many goals without the feeds from
my teammates, so it’s really a group

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

Senior attacker Maggie Fallon takes a shot against York College. Fallon has scored
26 goals and recorded 14 assists.
effort.” She also hopes to continue
her scoring through the playoffs and
into the National Collegiate Athletic
Association tournament. “To continue my scoring through the rest of the

season, I plan on being patient setting
up the offense to make sure we get
a good shot off of every possession.
With that, we hope to grab the Skyline title and get ready for NCAAs.”

Photo Courtesy of eccsports.org

Montclair State University will
host the 2012 NCAA Division III
Women’s Lacrosse Championship
Tournament. MSU will have both
semifinals played at Sprague field
on May 19 with the championship game being played on May 20.
This will be the second time that
MSU will be the host of an NCAA
championship and the seventh time
that New Jersey will be the host state.

In 2009, MSU hosted the NCAA
Div. III softball championship at the
MSU Softball Stadium. The semifinal games will be played at 1 p.m.
and 4 p.m. on Saturday and the
championship game will take place
on Sunday at 2 p.m. Single-game
tickets range from $2-$7, while
weekend passes will cost $5/$10
For ticket information, email
ncaawlax@mail.montclair.edu.
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INSTEAD OF JUST HANGING OUT ON SATURDAYS

I HELP KIDS HANG IN THERE

AT SCHOOL
BECAUSE I DON’T JUST WEAR THE SHIRT, I LIVE IT.

GIVE. ADVOCATE. VOLUNTEER. LIVE UNITED

®

Michael Cleveland is part of United Way’s ongoing work to improve the education, income, and health of our
communities. To find out how you can help create opportunities for a better life for all, visit LIVEUNITED.ORG.
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How much weight do you put into NFL Mock Drafts?
Nick Patriarca
Assistant Sports Editor

Nick Verhagen
Sports Editor

Jason Hrina
Assistant Sports Editor

I really don’t see the point of
paying attention to mock drafts.
I’ve never been a huge follower of
the NFL Draft and I can’t honestly
say that I have ever sat down to
watch it. I think anyone with a basic knowledge of college and NFL
football can make pretty solid predictions for the first round or two,
so I don’t know why we constantly live and breathe on what the
“experts” have to say. We already
know who the top picks are going
to be, so I don’t see the point of sitting down to watch Roger Goodell stand in front of a podium.

I don’t really follow many mock
drafts other than one or two. No
matter how much of an “expert”
you may be, there is no way of determining exactly how the draft
will go. The only picks that you
can make right are the top ten,
maybe the top 15 if the season has
been that predictable. Other than
that, the whole “mock draft” system is just something for people
to gossip about and for others to
gamble on. The whole process
is easily countered if, during the
draft, a team trades up or down,
altering the rest of the draft.

People who get paid to create a
mock draft have to know a thing or
two about college players and the
professional teams that are scouting them. But other than logical
hypotheses, mock drafts are nothing more than pot luck. It’s easy
to pick who will go in the top five
spots, but anything after the top
20 is a guess. Some players are obviously more talented than others,
but each draft is full of “surprises.” Mock drafts give football fans
something to talk about during the
offseason, but are in no way the
bible of how draft night will go.

Who’s Hot This Week
Norm Schoenig
Manager — Baseball
Schoenig recorded his 700th victory when the Red
Hawks defeated Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 15-2
on April 17. Schoenig has compiled a 700-386-12 (.638)
record during his 25-year tenure as Montclair State
University’s baseball coach. Schoenig became the 21st
coach in NCAA Division III baseball history and the
first coach in MSU history to reach 700 wins. Schoenig
was elected to the MSU Athletics Hall of Fame in 2011.
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Baseball
MSU
Kean
Ramapo
TCNJ
WPU
Rowan
Stockton
RU-Newark
RU-Camden
NJCU

NJAC

Overall

11 - 3
10 - 4
9-5
9-5
8-6
8-6
6-8
4 - 10
4 - 10
1 - 13

23 - 11
25 - 9
26 - 8
21 - 14
25 - 10
24 - 11
18 - 15
15 - 19
14 - 21
12 - 22

This Week
4/26 vs NJCU
4/27 @ NJCU
4/28 vs TCNJ (DH)

3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
1130 a.m.

Last Week
4/19 William Paterson 6, MSU 1
4/20 MSU 7, William Paterson 6
4/21 MSU 10, Stockton 5
4/21 MSU 8, Stockton 3
4/24 York 6, MSU 4

Softball
MSU
TCNJ
Rowan
WPU
Ramapo
Kean
RU-Camden
Stockton
RU-Newark
NJCU

NJAC

Overall

12 - 2
10 - 4
9-5
9-5
9-5
9-5
6-8
2 - 12
2 - 12
2 - 12

32 - 4
21 - 11
29 - 6
26 - 8
24 - 8
22 - 14
15 - 14
21 - 13
13 - 20
11 - 23

This Week
4/28 @ William Paterson

1 p.m.

Last Week
4/19 MSU 3, Centenary 0
4/21 MSU 1, Rutgers-Camden 0
4/21 Rutgers-Camden 3, MSU 2

Alex Hill
Starting Pitcher — Softball
Hill was two outs away from pitching a perfect game
in a two-hit, 3-0 victory against Centenary College. She
then threw another two-hit shutout (1-0) in the opening
game of a double header against Rutgers-Camden. Hill
is currently 21-2 with a 1.03 ERA and 211 strikeouts.
For her performance Hill was named NJAC Softball
Pitcher of the Week for the second time this season.

Game of the Week
Softball
@ William Paterson University
April 28, 1 p.m.

Men’s Lacrosse
Skyline

Overall

MSU

6-0

9-5

Kean

5-1

11- 5

Farmingdale

4-2

6-8

Stockton

3-3

7-8

Maritime

2-4

3 - 13

Mt. St. Mary

1-5

7-9

Mt. Saint V.

0-6

7 - 10

This Week
no games scheduled

Last Week
4/12 MSU 21, Mt. St. Mary 9

Women’s Lacrosse
NJAC

The Montclair State softball
team plays their final regular
season double-header against
conference
rivals
William
Paterson on Saturday. With a
victory in either game the Red
Hawks will become the NJAC
Champions.

TCNJ

5-0

12 - 3

MSU

3-1

11 - 4

Rowan

2-1

8-6

Kean

2-2

9-6

Ramapo

1-4

5-9

RU-Camden 0 - 5

4-9

5/2 vs Rowan

For updates, check out:
www.montclairathletics.com
@TheMontclarion on Twitter

Overall

This Week

Last Week
4/21 MSU 18, Maritime 3

7 p.m.

Baseball continues to play
strong as season comes
closer to end
p. 21

Check out TheMontclarion.org
on Monday for Recaps of this
Weekend’s Games
MontclarionSports@gmail.com

Women’s lacrosse finishes
regular season in second
place in NJAC

					

p. 21

Softball Continues to Dominate NJAC
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

Montclair
State
University
Red Hawks won two out of the
three games played last week.
With the two wins, the team increased their record to 32-4 overall
and 12-2 in the New Jersey Athletic
Conference, which is first place in the
conference. In Division III softball,
according to the National Fastpitch
Coaches Association Coaches Poll,
MSU softball is ranked #11 nationally,
and number one in the East Region.
Last Thursday, the Red Hawks
hosted the Centenary College Cyclones and won 3-0. MSU sophomore pitcher Alex Hill, who was
voted NJAC Pitcher of the Week for
the second time this year, was almost perfect. Hill had a perfect game
on the mound for six and one third
innings before Cyclones shortstop
Gabrielle Pellegrino poked a single
back up the middle to end the perfect
bid. Cyclones catcher Cara Montferrat also followed with a single to
make the situation interesting. Hill
then got a pop-up and a strikeout to
close the game. Hill finished with a
career-best 15 strikeouts. With those
15 strikeouts, Hill became the second pitcher in MSU history to have
200 strikeouts in a season. The other
player was two time All-American
Carolyn McCrea who had 201 in
2007 and 223 in 2008. Hill won her
her 20th game of the season, which is
one more than she had all of last year.
The Red Hawks came up huge
with two runs in the second inning.
Center fielder Stephanie Szeliga had
a triple with two outs and Jamie
Paulino dropped a base hit into left
field to give the Red Hawks the 1-0
lead. After that, the MSU softball
team never looked back. Centenary

then made two straight errors that allowed Paulino to score to give MSU
a 2-0 lead. MSU put up one more
run in the fourth inning when Dana
Amato hit a sacrifice fly to give the
Red Hawks a 3-0 lead that ended up
being the final score of the game. Alisha Cumberton, Hill, Katie Muglia,
Kelli O’Brien and Melany Zeller all hit
safely for MSU in the winning effort.
Last Saturday, the Red Hawks traveled to Rutgers-Camden to face off
with the Scarlet Raptors in a doubleheader. MSU won the first game 1-0
behind another strong pitching effort
by Hill who recorded her tenth shutout of the year in a game in which she
only gave up two hits. MSU got their
lone run in the seventh inning when
right fielder Stephanie Szeliga and
center fielder Shannon Mozek hit
back-to-back singles. After another
out, an error in the infield allowed
Szeliga to cross the plate, giving
MSU the win at a final score of 1-0.
In the nightcap, MSU squandered
a 2-0 lead and Rutgers-Camden
scored three runs to narrowly edge
the Red Hawks 3-2. MSU struck first
with consecutive hits by freshman
shortstop Tara Petrucelli, Szeliga and
Mozek, whose hit to left center got
the run across to give MSU a 1-0 lead.
MSU made it 2-0 when Paulino drew
a walk and then consecutive singles
by Amato and Hill allowed Paulino
to score to give the Red Hawks the
2-0 cushion. In the bottom of the
sixth inning, the Rutgers-Camden
bats came alive. Junior second baseman Courtney Ray started the inning
with a double, but was thrown out
at home by Mozek when Christina
Tamburrino singled to center field.
At this point, Hill came on to relieve
the Red Hawks’ junior pitcher Jamie Miller with one out in the sixth
inning. Lauren Hatzelhoffer then
laid down a bunt-single to put runners at first and third. One wild

pitch by Hill allowed a run to cross
followed by Vicki D’Anduono’s
RBI single into right field to tie the
game. After pitcher Amanda Cassella was hit by a pitch, junior shortstop Kaitlyn Gaskill singled to left
field to score D’Anduono and give
the Scarlet Raptors a 3-2 victory.
Head coach Anita Kubicka and
assistant coach Ryan Doty gave their
opinions on how this season has gone
so far. They both believed that MSU
has had a balanced attack throughout
this whole season. They believe numerous players have stepped up on

various occasions to help the team
get to a point where they have been
in every game. When asked if this
team exceeded their expectations,
they both answered that this team
“has not yet reached their expectations.” Both coaches have set high
standards and they both believe this
team is showing the potential to be
great. All the pieces are there and,
when the puzzle is put together, this
team will indeed be a force to be reckoned with in Division III. As of this
moment though, coach Kubicka feels
“the team is a work in progress.”

while junior Jack Skeels contributed
three goals and one assist. In total,
12 different players found the back
of the net in the offensive onslaught.
The defense stepped it up as well, allowing only four goals on 14 shots.
The 3-13 Privateers shocked the
Red Hawks three minutes into the
game with an unassisted goal to take
an early 1-0 lead. Their momentum
didn’t last very long, as junior midfielder Kenneth Bogert equalized for
the Red Hawks two minutes later.
The Red Hawks then went on a
scoring rampage, netting the next
12 goals on a run that stretched
through the first three quarters.
The defense yielded three more
goals as the Red Hawks cruised on
to a 20-4 win, clinching the regular season Skyline Conference title
for the fourth time in five years.
The Red Hawks closed out their
regular season with a 21-9 home victory over Mount St. Mary’s. Meth had
his ninth game of the season with at
least four goals, scoring four and add-

ing an assist as well. Prongay, Skeels
and freshman midfielder Joel Van
Der Wal all had hat tricks in another
impressive offensive performance.
The Red Hawks once again found
themselves trailing early as the
Knights managed back-to-back goals
after Prongay’s opening tally to take
a 2-1 first quarter lead. However, the
Red Hawks were not fazed as freshman defense Nate Merino equalized
just seconds later. The offense then
took control with two goals from
Meth and a beautiful behind-the-back
goal by senior attack Chris Bachman.
They fed off this momentum and
continued to dominate for the remainder of the game as 11 different players scored goals for the Red
Hawks. Bogert won 11 of 17 faceoffs and picked up seven ground
balls while freshman Joe Cacciavillano went seven for 11 and also
picked up seven ground balls.
Meth was named Skyline Conference Player of the Week for the third
time this season. This also marks the

second consecutive week in which
a Red Hawk received this honor, as
senior goaltender Mark Glander was
the recipient last week. Meth is currently second on the all-time MSU
goal-scoring list and leads the conference in goals per game with 2.40.
After a disastrous 1-5 start, it
seemed as if it was going to be a long
season for the Red Hawks and firstyear head coach Chris Kivlen. But, in
the words of Kivlen, “this group is resilient and never lost focus,” en route
to eight consecutive wins to finish
the season with a record of 9-5 and
first in the conference. Kivlen has
also spoken highly of his senior class
all season long, noting their “great
leadership on and off the field.”
One interesting statistic to note
is that the Red Hawks have gotten
goals from at least ten different players in each of their last three games.
“We were fortunate to get everybody in the game,” Kivlen says. “Everyone prepared themselves, and I
think it says a lot about our depth.”
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In the 2012 season, Hill’s personal record is 21-2 with an ERA

Men’s Lacrosse Ends Regular
Season with Eight Straight Wins
Nick Patriarca
Assistant Sports Editor

The Montclair State University
men’s lacrosse team continued its
impressive run by closing out the
regular season with two dominating conference victories, extending their winning streak to eight.
The offense couldn’t be stopped
and the defense was nearly impenetrable as the Red Hawks romped
Maritime College and Mount St.
Mary’s by scores of 20-4 and 21-9, respectively. With these wins, the Red
Hawks clinched the number one seed
in the Skyline Conference Tournament
which they will be hosting this week.
Senior attack Tyler Meth was once
again the star in the win over Maritime, scoring five goals and contributing two assists. Senior Matt Prongay had three goals and two assists

